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A 

ACCENTOR ACCENORT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

ACCOLADE AACCDELO to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ACROSTIC ACCIORST poem in which certain letters taken in order form word or phrase [n -S] 

ACTIONER ACEINORT film with exciting action [n -S] 

ACTORISH ACHIORST ACTOR, theatrical performer [adj] 

ADMIRING ADGIIMNR ADMIRE, to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval [v] 

ADULATOR AADLORTU one that adulates (to praise excessively) [n -S] 

AEROBICS ABCEIORS exercises for conditioning heart and lungs by increasing oxygen consumption [n] 

AFLUTTER AEFLRTTU nervously excited [adj] 

ALLURING AGILLNRU ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

ALPINISM AIILMNPS mountain climbing [n -S] 

ALPINIST AIILNPST mountain climber [n -S] 

AMAZEDLY AADELMYZ AMAZE, to overwhelm with surprise or wonder [adv] 

AMBIANCE AABCEIMN ambience (character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation) [n -S] 

AMBIENCE ABCEEIMN character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation [n -S] 

AMBROSIA AABIMORS food of Greek and Roman gods [n -S] 

AMOROSO AMOOORS type of wine [n -S] 

AMUSABLE AABELMSU AMUSE, to occupy pleasingly [adj] 

AMUSEDLY ADELMSUY AMUSE, to occupy pleasingly [adv] 

ANAPAEST AAAENPST anapest (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

ANAPHORA AAAHNOPR repetition of word or phrase at beginning of several successive verses or sentences [n -S]  

ANIMATED AADEIMNT ANIMATE, to give life to [v] 

ANIMATER AAEIMNRT animator (one that animates (to give life to)) [n -S] 

ANIMATES AAEIMNST ANIMATE, to give life to [v] 

ANIMATOR AAIMNORT one that animates (to give life to) [n -S] 

ANSEROUS AENORSSU silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

ANTEPAST AAENPSTT appetizer (food or drink to stimulate appetite, served before meal or as first course) [n -S] 

ANTICKED ACDEIKNT ANTIC, to act in clownish manner [v] / ANTICK [v] 

ANTIMASK AAIKMNST comic performance between acts of masque [n -S] 

ANTIROCK ACIKNORT opposed to rock music [adj] 

APPENDIX ADEINPPX collection of supplementary material at end of book [n -ICES, -ES] 

APPETITE AEEIPPTT desire for food or drink [n -S] 

APPLAUSE AAELPPSU sound made by persons applauding [n -S] 

AQUACADE AAACDEQU swimming and diving exhibition [n -S] 

ARDENTLY ADELNRTY ARDENT, characterized by intense emotion [adv] 

ARMONICA AACIMNOR type of musical instrument [n -S] 

ARPEGGIO AEGGIOPR technique of playing musical chord [n -S] 

ARTINESS AEINRSST quality of being arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [n -ES] 

ARTSIEST AEIRSSTT ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj] 

ASHPLANT AAHLNPST walking stick [n -S] 

ASHTANGA AAAGHNST type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines) [n -S] 

ASTHANGA AAAGHNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ASTONIED ADEINOST ASTONY, to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v] 

ASTONIES AEINOSST ASTONY, to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v] 

ASTONISH AHINOSST to fill with sudden wonder or surprise [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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ATHLETIC ACEHILTT ATHLETE, one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility [adj] 

ATTAGIRL AAGILRTT used to express encouragement or approval to woman or girl [interj] 

AUDITION ADIINOTU to give trial performance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUGUSTER AEGRSTUU AUGUST, inspiring reverence or admiration [adj] 

AUGUSTLY AGLSTUUY AUGUST, inspiring reverence or admiration [adv] 

AUTHORED ADEHORTU AUTHOR, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) [v] 

AUTOHARP AAHOPRTU type of zither (stringed instrument) [n -S] 
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BACCARAT AAABCCRT card game [n -S] 

BACCHANT AABCCHNT carouser (one that carouses (to engage in carousal (boisterous drinking party))) [n -S, -ES] 

BACCHIUS ABCCHISU type of metrical foot [n -II] 

BACKBEAT AABBCEKT type of rhythm in music [n -S] 

BACKCAST AABCCKST backward movement in casting fishing line [n -S] 

BACKDROP ABCDKOPR to provide with scenic background [v -PPED, -T, -PPING, -S] 

BACKFLIP ABCFIKLP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKLIST ABCIKLST to include in publisher's list of older book titles [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKSLAP AABCKLPS to show much approval [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BADINAGE AABDEGIN to banter (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BAGPIPER ABEGIPPR one that plays bagpipes [n -S] 

BAITFISH ABFHIIST fish used as bait [n -ES] 

BAKERIES ABEEIKRS BAKERY, place where baked goods are sold [n] 

BAKESHOP ABEHKOPS bakery (place where baked goods are sold) [n -S] 

BALKLINE ABEIKLLN starting line in track events [n -S] 

BALLADIC AABCDILL BALLAD, narrative poem or song [adj] 

BALLADRY AABDLLRY ballad poetry [n -RIES] 

BALLETIC ABCEILLT BALLET, classical dance form [adj] 

BALLGAME AABEGLLM game played with ball [n -S] 

BALLGIRL ABGILLLR girl who retrieves balls during games [n -S] 

BALLHAWK AABHKLLW very good defensive ballplayer [n -S] 

BALLONNE ABELLNNO ballet jump [n -S] 

BALLROOM ABLLMOOR large room for dancing [n -S] 

BALLYARD AABDLLRY ballpark (facility in which ballgames are played) [n -S] 

BANDMATE AABDEMNT fellow member of band [n -S] 

BANDSMAN AABDMNNS member of musical band [n -MEN] 

BANGTAIL AABGILNT racehorse [n -S] 

BANJOIST ABIJNOST one who plays banjo [n -S] 

BANTERED ABDEENRT BANTER, to exchange mildly teasing remarks [v] 

BANTERER ABEENRRT one that banters (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [n -S] 

BARBECUE ABBCEERU to cook over live coals or open fire [v -D, -UING, -S] 

BARBEQUE ABBEEQRU to barbecue (to cook over live coals or open fire) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

BAREBOAT AABBEORT pleasure boat rented without personnel [n -S] 

BARFLIES ABEFILRS BARFLY, drinker who frequents bars [n] 

BARITONE ABEINORT male singing voice [n -S] 

BARMIEST ABEIMRST BARMY, full of barm; frothy [adj] 

BASEBALL AABBELLS type of ball [n -S] 
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BASELINE ABEEILNS line at either end of court in certain sports [n -S] 

BASEPATH AABEHPST baserunner's path between bases [n -S] 

BASSNESS ABENSSSS lowness in pitch [n -ES] 

BATTERIE ABEEIRTT ballet movement [n -S] 

BAYADEER AABDEERY bayadere (dancing girl) [n -S] 

BAYADERE AABDEERY dancing girl [n -S] 

BEACHBOY ABBCEHOY male beach attendant [n -S] 

BEAGLING ABEGGILN activity of hunting with beagles [n -S] / BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEANBALL AABBELLN baseball thrown at head [n -S] 

BEATDOWN ABDENOTW crushing defeat [n -S] 

BEATIFIC ABCEFIIT blissful (very happy) [adj] 

BELAUDED ABDDEELU BELAUD, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

BEMOCKED BCDEEKMO BEMOCK, to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

BENCHING BCEGHINN BENCH, to take player out of game (team competition) [v] 

BERIMBAU ABBEIMRU Brazilian musical instrument [n -S] 

BERIMING BEGIIMNR BERIME, to berhyme (to compose in rhyme) [v] 

BEZAZZES ABEESZZZ BEZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

BIATHLON ABHILNOT athletic contest [n -S] 

BICYCLER BCCEILRY one that bicycles (to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n -S] 

BIENNALE ABEEILNN biennial show [n -S] 

BILLIARD ABDIILLR carom shot in billiards (table game) [n -S] 

BINGEING BEGGIINN act of indulging in something to excess [n -S] 

BIRDLIME BDEIILMR to trap small birds [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BIRDSHOT BDHIORST small shot for shooting birds [n BIRDSHOT] 

BISTROIC BCIIORST BISTRO, small tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [adj] 

BLAZONRY ABLNORYZ great display [n -RIES] 

BLISSFUL BFILLSSU very happy [adj] 

BLISSING BGIILNSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BLITHELY BEHILLTY BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adv] 

BLITHEST BEHILSTT BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj] 

BLOODING BDGILNOO fox hunting ceremony [n -S] 

BLOOPIER BEILOOPR BLOOPY, being hit that is short fly ball [adj] 

BLOOPING BGILNOOP BLOOP, to hit short fly ball [v] 

BLUEBEAT ABBEELTU ska (popular music of Jamaica) [n -S] 

BLUEBIRD BBDEILRU songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

BLUELINE BEEILLNU line that divides hockey rink [n -S] 

BLUESIER BEEILRSU BLUESY, resembling blues (musical form) [adj] 

BLUESMAN ABELMNSU one who plays blues [n -MEN] 

BLUETICK BCEIKLTU hunting dog [n -S] 

BOBOLINK BBIKLNOO songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

BOBSKATE ABBEKOST child's skate having two parallel blades [n -S] 

BOBWHITE BBEHIOTW game bird [n -S] 

BODYSURF BDFORSUY to ride wave without surfboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOGEYING BEGGINOY BOGEY, to shoot in one stroke over par in golf [v] 

BOMBARDE ABBDEMOR medieval shawm (woodwind) [n -S] 

BONGOIST BGINOOST bongo player [n -S] 
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BONHOMIE BEHIMNOO friendliness [n -S] 

BONSPELL BELLNOPS bonspiel (curling match or tournament) [n -S] 

BONSPIEL BEILNOPS curling match or tournament [n -S] 

BOOGALOO ABGLOOOO to dance to rock music [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOGEYED BDEEGOOY BOOGEY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 

BOOGYING BGGINOOY BOOGY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 

BOOKCASE ABCEKOOS case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S] 

BOOKLICE BCEIKLOO wingless insects that damage books [n BOOKLICE] 

BOOKLORE BEKLOOOR book learning [n -S] 

BOOKMARK ABKKMOOR to create shortcut to previously viewed website [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOKRACK ABCKKOOR support for open book [n -S] 

BOOKREST BEKOORST bookrack (support for open book) [n -S] 

BOOKSHOP BHKOOOPS store where books are sold [n -S] 

BOOKWORM BKMOOORW avid book reader [n -S] 

BOOZIEST BEIOOSTZ BOOZY, drunken (drunk (intoxicated)) [adj] 

BOPPIEST BEIOPPST BOPPY, suggestive of bebop [adj] 

BORDELLO BDELLOOR brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

BORESOME BEEMOORS tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired))) [adj] 

BORINGLY BGILNORY tediously (in tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary)) manner) [adv] 

BOUSOUKI BIKOOSUU bouzouki (stringed musical instrument) [n -S] 

BOUZOUKI BIKOOUUZ stringed musical instrument [n -A, -S] 

BRUNCHED BCDEHNRU BRUNCH, to eat late morning meal [v] 

BRUNCHER BCEHNRRU one that brunches (to eat late morning meal) [n -S] 

BRUNCHES BCEHNRSU BRUNCH, to eat late morning meal [v] 

BUCKSHOT BCHKOSTU large lead shot [n -S] 

BUCKSKIN BCIKKNSU skin of male deer [n -S] 

BUCKTAIL ABCIKLTU fishing lure [n -S] 

BULLRING BGILLNRU bullfight arena [n -S] 

BULLSEYE BEELLSUY center of target [n -S]  

BULLSHOT BHLLOSTU drink made of vodka and bouillon [n -S] 

BUNCOMBE BBCEMNOU nonsense [n -S] 

BUNFIGHT BFGHINTU crowded boisterous party [n -S] 

BUZZBAIT ABBITUZZ vibrating fishing lure [n -S] 
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CACHUCHA AACCCHHU Spanish dance [n -S] 

CADDYING ACDDGINY CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CAESURAL AACELRSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj] 

CAESURIC ACCEIRSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj] 

CALLIOPE ACEILLOP keyboard musical instrument [n -S] 

CAMPFIRE ACEFIMPR outdoor fire [n -S] 

CAMPIEST ACEIMPST CAMPY, comically exaggerated [adj] 

CAMPOREE ACEEMOPR gathering of Boy Scouts [n -S] 

CAMPSITE ACEIMPST area suitable for camping [n -S] 

CANARIES AACEINRS CANARY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

CANFIELD ACDEFILN card game [n -S] 
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CANNABIC AABCCINN pertaining to cannabis (hemp (tall herb)) [adj] 

CANNABIN AABCINNN resin extracted from cannabis [n -S] 

CANNABIS AABCINNS hemp (tall herb) [n -ES] 

CANOEING ACEGINNO action or sport of paddling canoe [n -S] / CANOE, to paddle canoe [v] 

CANOEIST ACEINOST one who canoes [n -S] 

CANOEMAN AACEMNNO canoeist (one who canoes) [n -MEN] 

CANOROUS ACNOORSU melodic (pertaining to melody (agreeable succession of musical sounds)) [adj] 

CANTUSES ACENSSTU CANTUS, style of church music [n] 

CAPERING ACEGINPR CAPER, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

CAPOEIRA AACEIOPR Brazilian dance [n -S] 

CARACOLE AACCELOR to perform half-turn on horse [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CARDCASE AACCDERS case for holding cards [n -S] 

CARILLON ACILLNOR to play set of bells [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARNIVAL AACILNRV traveling amusement show [n -S] 

CAROLING ACGILNOR act of singing joyously [n -S] / CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

CAROLLED ACDELLOR CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

CAROLLER ACELLORR caroler (one that carols (to sing joyously)) [n -S] 

CAROUSAL AACLORSU boisterous drinking party [n -S] 

CAROUSEL ACELORSU amusement park ride [n -S] 

CARSPIEL ACEILPRS curling match in which curlers compete for car [n -S] 

CARTOONY ACNOORTY resembling cartoons [adj] 

CASTANET AACENSTT rhythm instrument [n -S] 

CASTLING ACGILNST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CATHOUSE ACEHOSTU brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

CAVORTED ACDEORTV CAVORT, to frolic [v] 

CAVORTER ACEORRTV one that cavorts [n -S] 

CESTUSES CEESSSTU CESTUS, hand covering for ancient Roman boxers [n] 

CHACONNE ACCEHNNO ancient dance [n -S] 

CHANGEUP ACEGHNPU slow pitch thrown like fastball [n -S] 

CHANTING ACGHINNT CHANT, to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice) [v] 

CHAPBOOK ABCHKOOP small book of popular tales [n -S] 

CHARGING ACGGHINR illegal play in hockey [n -S]  

CHARISMA AACHIMRS special magnetic appeal [n -S, -TA] 

CHARMING ACGHIMNR pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] / CHARM, to attract irresistibly [v] 

CHAUNTED ACDEHNTU CHAUNT, to chant (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [v] 

CHAUNTER ACEHNRTU one that chaunts (to chant (to sing)) [n -S] 

CHEERFUL CEEFHLRU full of spirits [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

CHEERIER CEEEHIRR CHEERY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHEERILY CEEHILRY in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner [adv] 

CHEERING CEEGHINR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEERLED CDEEEHLR CHEERLEAD, to call for and direct organized cheering, as at football game [v] 

CHEFFING CEFFGHIN CHEF, to work as chef (chief cook) [v] 

CHESSMAN ACEHMNSS one of pieces used in chess (board game for two players) [n -MEN] 

CHESTIER CEEHIRST CHESTY, proud (having or displaying pride) [adj] 

CHESTILY CEHILSTY CHESTY, proud (having or displaying pride) [adv] 

CHEVALET ACEEHLTV part of stringed instrument [n -S] 
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CHICHIER CCEHHIIR CHICHI, showily stylish [adj] 

CHIRKEST CEHIKRST CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRPIER CEHIIPRR CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRPILY CHIILPRY CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

CHIVALRY ACHILRVY knightly behavior and skill [n -RIES] 

CHIVAREE ACEEHIRV to perform mock serenade [v -D, -ING, -S] 

CHOIRBOY BCHIOORY boy who sings in choir (body of church singers) [n -S] 

CHOIRING CGHIINOR CHOIR, to sing in unison [v] 

CHOLIAMB ABCHILMO type of poetic meter [n -S] 

CHORDING CDGHINOR act of playing chord [n -S] / CHORD, to play chord (combination of three or more musical tones) [v] 

CHORIAMB ABCHIMOR type of metrical foot [n -I, -S] 

CHORTLER CEHLORRT one that chortles (to chuckle with glee) [n -S] 

CHRISTIE CEHIIRST christy (skiing turn) [n -S] 

CHUCKLER CCEHKLRU one that chuckles (to laugh quietly) [n -S] 

CHUGALUG ACGGHLUU to drink without pause [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

CIMBALOM ABCILMMO Hungarian dulcimer [n -S] 

CIRCUSES CCEIRSSU CIRCUS, public entertainment [n] 

CLAMBAKE AABCEKLM beach picnic [n -S] 

CLAMMING ACGILMMN CLAM, to dig for clams (bivalve mollusks) [v] 

CLAQUEUR ACELQRUU member of claque (group of hired applauders) [n -S] 

CLARINET ACEILNRT woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CLERIHEW CEEHILRW humorous poem [n -S] 

CLIMAXED ACDEILMX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

CLIMAXES ACEILMSX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

CLIMBING BCGIILMN sport or activity of ascending mountains [n -S]  

CLINCHED CCDEHILN CLINCH, to settle matter decisively [v] 

CLOGGING CGGGILNO act of dancing while wearing shoes with thick  

CLOWNERY CELNORWY clownish behavior [n -RIES] 

CLOWNING CGILNNOW CLOWN, to act like clown (humorous performer) [v] 

CLOWNISH CHILNOSW resembling or befitting clown [adj] 

CLUBABLE ABBCELLU sociable [adj] 

CLUBFACE ABCEEFLU striking surface of clubhead (part of golf club that strikes ball) [n -S] 

CLUBHEAD ABCDEHLU part of golf club that strikes ball [n -S] 

CLUBLAND ABCDLLNU area having many nightclubs [n -S] 

COHOLDER CDEHLOOR athlete who holds record with another [n -S] 

COLISEUM CEILMOSU large structure for public entertainment [n -S] 

COLOPHON CHLNOOOP inscription placed at end of book [n -S] 

COLORMAN ACLMNOOR sportscaster who provides commentary during game [n -MEN] 

COMBINED BCDEIMNO skiing competition combining two events [n -S] 

COMEDIAN ACDEIMNO humorous entertainer [n -S] 

COMEDIES CDEEIMOS COMEDY, humorous play, movie, or other work [n] 

COMEDIST CDEIMOST writer of comedies [n -S] 

COMPINGS CGIMNOPS COMPING, playing of jazz accompaniment [n] 

COMPOSER CEMOOPRS one that writes music [n -S] 

CONCERTO CCENOORT musical composition [n -TI, , -S] 

CONCOURS CCNOORSU public competition [n CONCOURS] 
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CONGAING ACGGINNO CONGA, to perform conga (Latin-American dance) [v] 

CONGRATS ACGNORST congratulations [n] 

CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S] 

CONQUIAN ACINNOQU card game [n -S] 

CONTINUO CINNOOTU type of instrumental part [n -S] 

COOKBOOK BCKKOOOO book of recipes [n -S] 

COOKSHOP CHKOOOPS shop that sells cooked food [n -S] 

COOLDOWN CDLNOOOW gradual return of physiological functions to normal levels after strenuous exercise [n -S] 

COPYABLE ABCELOPY COPY, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [adj] 

COQUETRY CEOQRTUY flirtatious behavior [n -RIES] 

COQUETTE CEEOQTTU coquet (to flirt) [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

CORNETTO CENOORTT musical wind instrument [n -TTI, -S] 

CORRIVAL ACILORRV rival or opponent [n -S] 

CORYBANT ABCNORTY reveler (one that revels (to engage in revelry)) [n -S, -ES] 

CORYPHEE CEEHOPRY ballet dancer [n -S] 

COSCRIPT CCIOPRST to collaborate in preparing script for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COTILLON CILLNOOT ballroom dance [n -S] 

COULISSE CEILOSSU side scene of theatre stage [n -S] 

COURANTE ACENORTU old, lively dance [n -S] 

COURANTO ACNOORTU courante (old, lively dance) [n -S, -ES] 

COURSING CGINORSU pursuit of game by hounds [n -S] / COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

COWINNER CEINNORW one of two or more winners [n -S] 

CRAGSMAN AACGMNRS one who climbs crags (large jagged rock) [n -MEN] 

CRAMBOES ABCEMORS CRAMBO, word game [n] 

CRANKEST ACEKNRST CRANK, lively [adj] 

CRAPPING ACGINPPR CRAP, to throw 2, 3, or 12 in dice game [v] 

CREVALLE ACEELLRV food and game fish [n -S] 

CRIBBAGE ABBCEGIR card game [n -S] 

CROUSELY CELORSUY CROUSE, lively [adv] 

CRUMHORN CHMNORRU double-reed woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CUTSCENE CCEENSTU type of scene in computer games [n -S] 

CYCLECAR ACCEKLRY type of motor vehicle  [n -S] 

CYCLEWAY ACCELWYY bikeway (route for bikes) [n -S] 

CYMBALER ABCELMRY one that plays cymbals [n -S] 

CYMBALOM ABCLMMOY cimbalom (Hungarian dulcimer) [n -S] 

CYNOSURE CENORSUY center of attraction [n -S] 
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DABBLING ABBDGILN DABBLE, to involve oneself in superficial interest 

DACTYLIC ACCDILTY verse consisting of dactyls [n -S] 

DAFFIEST ADEFFIST DAFFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

DAINTIES ADEIINST DAINTY, something delicious [n] 

DALLYING ADGILLNY DALLY, to waste time [v] 

DANCIEST ACDEINST DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

DANSEUSE ADEENSSU female ballet dancer [n -S] 

DARINGLY ADGILNRY in brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) manner [adv] 
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DAWDLING ADDGILNW DAWDLE, to waste time [v] 

DAYDREAM AADDEMRY to fantasize [-ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

DEACONED ACDDEENO DEACON, to read hymn aloud [v] 

DEADLIFT ADDEFILT to execute type of lift in weight lifting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECAMPED ACDDEEMP DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DECISION CDEIINOS to win victory over boxing opponent on points [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEEJAYED ADDEEEJY DEEJAY, to work as disc jockey [v] 

DEFEATER ADEEEFRT one that defeats (to win victory over) [n -S] 

DEGUSTED DDEEGSTU DEGUST, to taste with pleasure [v] 

DEJEUNER DEEEJNRU late breakfast [n -S] 

DELICACY ACCDEILY choice food [n -CIES] 

DELICATE ACDEEILT delicacy (choice food) [n -S] 

DENTELLE DEEELLNT lacy style of book-cover decoration [n -S] 

DESTRIER DEEIRRST warhorse (musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess) [n -S] 

DETUNING DEGINNTU DETUNE, to adjust (instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] 

DEVOURED DDEEORUV DEVOUR, to eat up voraciously [v] 

DEVOURER DEEORRUV one that devours (to eat up voraciously) [n -S] 

DIATONIC ACDIINOT pertaining to type of musical scale [adj] 

DICTATOR ACDIORTT one that dictates (to read aloud for recording) [n -S] 

DIORAMIC ACDIIMOR DIORAMA, three-dimensional exhibit [adj] 

DIPODIES DDEIIOPS DIPODY, dimeter (verse of two metrical feet) [n] 

DIRECTOR CDEIORRT one that directs (to control or conduct affairs of) [n -S] 

DISCOING CDGIINOS DISCO, to dance at discotheque [v] 

DISCUSES CDEISSSU DISCUS, disk hurled in athletic competition [n] 

DISQUIET DEIIQSTU to deprive of quiet, rest, or peace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DITSIEST DEIISSTT DITSY, silly, eccentric [adj] 

DITZIEST DEIISTTZ DITZY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

DOCUSOAP ACDOOPSU television serious about activities of real people [n -S] 

DOGGEREL DEEGGLOR trivial, awkwardly written verse [n -S] 

DOLOROSO DLOOOORS having mournful musical quality [adj] 

DOPESTER DEEOPRST one who predicts outcomes of contests [n -S] 

DOUBLURE BDELORUU lining of book cover [n -S] 

DOWNBEAT ABDENOTW first beat of musical measure [n -S] 

DOWNPLAY ADLNOPWY to de-emphasize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOXOLOGY DGLOOOXY hymn or verse of praise to God [n -GIES] 

DRABBING ABBDGINR DRAB, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

DRAMATIC AACDIMRT pertaining to drama (composition written for theatrical performance) [adj] 

DRAMSHOP ADHMOPRS barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -S] 

DRINKING DGIIKNNR habit of drinking alcoholic beverages [n -S] 

DROLLERY DELLORRY something droll [n -RIES] 

DROLLEST DELLORST DROLL, comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement)) [adj] 

DROLLING DGILLNOR DROLL, to jest (to joke (to say something amusing)) [v] 

DROLLNESS DELLNORSS quality of being droll (comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement))) [n -ES] 

DROPKICK CDIKKOPR type of kick in football [n -S] 

DROPSHOT DHOOPRST type of shot in tennis [n -S] 

DRUMBEAT ABDEMRTU sound of drum [n -S] 
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DRUMHEAD ADDEHMRU material that is stretched over end of drum [n -S] 

DRUMLIKE DEIKLMRU resembling head of drum [adj] 

DRUMMING DGIMMNRU act of beating drum [n -S] / DRUM, to beat drum (percussion instrument) [v] 

DRUMMING DGIMMNRU act of beating drum [n -S] / DRUM, to beat drum (percussion instrument) [v] 

DRUMROLL DLLMORRU roll played on drum [n -S] 

DRUNKISH DHIKNRSU somewhat drunk [adj] 

DUATHLON ADHLNOTU long-distance race involving running and bicycling [n -S] 

DUELLING DEGILLNU dueling (contest between two persons with deadly weapons) [n -S] / DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DUETTING DEGINTTU DUET, to perform duet (musical composition for two) [v] 

DUETTIST DEISTTTU participant in duet (musical composition for two) [n -S] 

DULCETLY CDELLTUY melodiously [adv] 

DULCIANA AACDILNU soft-toned organ stop [n -S] 

DULCIMER CDEILMRU stringed instrument [n -S] 

DUMBBELL BBDELLMU weight lifted for muscular exercise [n -S] 

DUMBSHOW BDHMOSUW presentation in which communication is solely by signs and gestures [n -S] 

DUMFOUND DDFMNOUU to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DYSLEXIA ADEILSXY impairment of ability to read [n -S] 
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EAGEREST AEEEGRST EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EFFUSION EFFINOSU outpouring of emotion [n -S] 

ELKHOUND DEHKLNOU hunting dog [n -S] 

EMCEEING CEEEGIMN EMCEE, to serve as master of ceremonies [v] 

ENCAMPED ACDEEMNP ENCAMP, to set up camp [v] 

ENCORING CEGINNOR ENCORE, to call for reappearance of performer [v] 

ENDPAPER ADEENPPR sheet of paper used in bookbinding [n -S] 

ENJAMBED ABDEEJMN ENJAMB, to continue sentence from one line of poem to next [v] 

ENJOYING EGIJNNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v] 

ENOPHILE EEHILNOP oenophile (lover or connoisseur of wine) [n -S] 

ENRAVISH AEHINRSV to delight greatly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENTHRALL AEHLLNRT to charm (to attract irresistibly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTICING CEGIINNT ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTRANCE ACEENNRT to fill with delight or wonder [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EPICALLY ACEILLPY EPIC, long narrative poem [adv] 

EPICLIKE CEEIIKLP resembling epic (long narrative poem) [adj] 

EPITASIS AEIIPSST main part of classical drama [n -SES] 

EPOPOEIA AEEIOOPP epopee (epic poem) [n -S] 

EQUIVOKE EEIKOQUV play on words [n -S] 

EROTICAL ACEILORT EROTIC, amatory poem [adj] 

ESCAPADE AACDEEPS reckless adventure [n -S] 

ESCAPISM ACEIMPSS avoidance of reality by diversion of mind [n -S] 

ESCAPIST ACEIPSST one given to escapism [n -S] 

ESPIEGLE EEEGILPS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

EUCHRING CEGHINRU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

EUPHONIC CEHINOPU EUPHONY, pleasant sound [adj] 

EUPHORIA AEHIOPRU feeling of well-being [n -S] 
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EUPHORIC CEHIOPRU EUPHORIA, feeling of well-being [adj] 

EUSTRESS EERSSSTU beneficial stress [n -ES] 

EVENTING EEGINNTV equestrian competition [n -S] 

EXCITANT ACEINTTX stimulant [n -S] 

EXCITING CEGIINTX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXONUMIA AEIMNOUX collectible items other than coins or paper money [n] 

EXPLICIT CEIILPTX statement formerly used at close of book [n -S] 

EXULTANT AELNTTUX exulting [adj] 

EXULTING EGILNTUX EXULT, to rejoice greatly [v] 
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FABULATE AABEFLTU to compose fables (fictitious tales) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FABULIST ABFILSTU liar (one that speaks falsely) [n -S] 

FACETELY ACEEFLTY FACETE, witty (humorously clever) [adv] 

FADDIEST ADDEFIST FADDY, faddish (inclined to take up fads (practice or interest that enjoys brief popularity)) [adj] 

FADEAWAY AAADEFWY type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FAIRGOER AEFGIORR one who attends fair [n -S] 

FALCONER ACEFLNOR one that hunts with hawks [n -S] 

FALCONRY ACFLNORY sport of hunting with falcons [n -RIES] 

FALLAWAY AAAFLLWY shot in basketball [n -S] 

FANDANGO AADFGNNO lively Spanish dance [n -S, -ES] 

FANTASIA AAAFINST free-form musical composition [n -S] 

FANTASIE AAEFINST fantasia (free-form musical composition) [n -S] 

FARCICAL AACCFILR absurd (ridiculously incongruous or unreasonable) [adj] 

FASTBALL AABFLLST type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FEASTFUL AEFFLSTU festive (of or befitting festival) [adj] 

FEASTING AEFGINST FEAST, to eat sumptuously [v] 

FEATLIER AEEFILRT FEATLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

FELICITY CEFIILTY happiness (quality of being happy (marked by joy)) [n -TIES] 

FESTALLY AEFLLSTY FESTAL, festive (of or befitting festival) [adv] 

FESTIVAL AEFILSTV day or time of celebration [n -S] 

FIDDLING DDFGIILN action of playing violin [n -S] / FIDDLE, to play violin [v] 

FIELDING DEFGIILN FIELD, to play as fielder [v] 

FIGURANT AFGINRTU ballet dancer who dances only in groups [n -S] 

FILMFEST EFFILMST festival at which many films are shown [n -S] 

FILMGOER EFGILMOR one that goes to see motion pictures [n -S] 

FILMLAND ADFILLMN filmdom (motion picture industry) [n -S] 

FINALIST AFIILNST contestant who reaches last part of competition [n -S] 

FIREWORK EFIKORRW device for producing striking display of light or loud noise [n -S] 

FISHABLE ABEFHILS suitable for fishing [adj] 

FISHBOAT ABFHIOST watercraft used for fishing [n -S] 

FISHHOOK FHHIKOOS barbed hook for catching fish [n -S] 

FISHLINE EFHIILNS line used in fishing [n -S] 

FISHPOLE EFHILOPS fishing rod [n -S] 

FIVEPINS EFIINPSV bowling game [n] 

FLAMENCO ACEFLMNO strongly rhythmic style of dancing [n -S] 
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FLASHIER AEFHILRS FLASHY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj] 

FLASHILY AFHILLSY FLASHY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adv] 

FLAUTIST AFILSTTU flutist (one who plays flute) [n -S] 

FLIPBOOK BFIKLOOP book of series of images that when flipped give illusion of movement [n -S] 

FLIPFLOP FFILLOPP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

FOILSMAN AFILMNOS fencer (one that fences (to practice art of fencing)) [n -MEN] 

FOLDBOAT ABDFLOOT faltboat (collapsible boat resembling kayak) [n -S] 

FOLKIEST EFIKLOST FOLKIE, being in style of folk music [adj] / FOLKY [adj] 

FOLKSONG FGKLNOOS song of folk music of area [n -S] 

FOOSBALL ABFLLOOS table game resembling soccer [n -S] 

FOOTBALL ABFLLOOT type of ball [n -S] 

FOOTPACE ACEFOOPT walking pace [n -S] 

FOOTRACE ACEFOORT race run on foot [n -S] 

FOOTWORK FKOOORTW use of feet [n -S] 

FORCEOUT CEFOORTU play by which runner in baseball is put out [n -S] 

FOREHAND ADEFHNOR type of tennis stroke [n -S] 

FORESHOW EFHOORSW to show in advance [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

FORKBALL ABFKLLOR breaking pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FORZANDO ADFNOORZ sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n -DI, -S] 

FOXHOUND DFHNOOUX hunting dog [n -S] 

FREAKOUT AEFKORTU event marked by wild excitement [n -S] 

FREERIDE DEEEFIRR type of snowboard [n -S] 

FRENZIED DEEFINRZ FRENZY, to make frantic (wildly excited) [v] 

FRENZIES EEFINRSZ FRENZY, to make frantic (wildly excited) [v] 

FRISKIER EFIIKRRS FRISKY, lively and playful [adj] 

FRISKILY FIIKLRSY FRISKY, lively and playful [adv] 

FRISKING FGIIKNRS FRISK, to move or leap about playfully [v] 

FRIVOLED DEFILORV FRIVOL, to behave playfully [v] 

FRIVOLER EFILORRV one that frivols (to behave playfully) [n -S] 

FROGGING FGGGINOR FROG, to hunt frogs (web-footed, tailless amphibians) [v] 

FROLICKY CFIKLORY FROLIC, to play and run about merrily [adj] 

FRONTMAN AFMNNORT most prominent member of group of musicians [n -MEN] 

FROWSTED DEFORSTW FROWST, to lounge in stuffy room [v] 

FRUGGING FGGGINRU FRUG, to perform type of vigorous dance [v] 

FULLBACK ABCFKLLU offensive back in football [n -S] 

FUNHOUSE EFHNOSUU amusement park attraction [n -S] 

FUNKSTER EFKNRSTU fan or performer of earthy, bluesy music [n -S] 

FUNNIEST EFINNSTU FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj] 

FUNNYMAN AFMNNNUY comedian (humorous entertainer) [n -MEN] 
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GAIETIES AEEGIIST GAIETY, festive activity [n] 

GAINLIER AEGIILNR GAINLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

GALLIARD AADGILLR lively dance [n -S] 

GALOPADE AADEGLOP lively round dance [n -S] 

GALOPING AGGILNOP GALOP, to dance galop (lively round dance) [v] 
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GAMBLING ABGGILMN GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMBOLED ABDEGLMO GAMBOL, to leap about playfully [v] 

GAMEBOOK ABEGKMOO book of strategies used by sports team [n -S] 

GAMEFISH AEFGHIMS fish caught for sport [n -ES] 

GAMEFOWL AEFGLMOW gamecock (rooster trained for fighting) [n -S] 

GAMELIKE AEEGIKLM similar to game (contest governed by set of rules) [adj] 

GAMENESS AEEGMNSS quality of being game [n -ES] 

GAMEPLAY AAEGLMPY way computer or video game is played [n -S] 

GAMESMAN AAEGMMNS one who plays games [n -MEN] 

GAMESOME AEEGMMOS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

GAMESTER AEEGMRST gambler (one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables)) [n -S] 

GAMIFIED ADEFGIIM GAMIFY, to turn into game [v] 

GAMIFIES AEFGIIMS GAMIFY, to turn into game [v] 

GARDENED ADDEEGNR GARDEN, to cultivate plot of ground [v] 

GARDENER ADEEGNRR one that gardens (to cultivate plot of ground) [n -S] 

GARISHLY AGHILRSY GARISH, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adv] 

GATEFOLD ADEFGLOT folded insert in book or magazine [n -S] 

GAUDIEST ADEGISTU GAUDY, tastelessly showy [adj] 

GAYETIES AEEGISTY GAYETY, gaiety (festive activity) [n] 

GEOCACHE ACCEEGHO to search for hidden items by using Global Positioning System device as part of game [v -D, -HING, -S] / [n -R] 

GESTURAL AEGLRSTU pertaining to or consisting of gestures (expressive bodily motions) [adj] 

GESTURER EEGRRSTU one that gestures (to express by bodily motion) [n -S] 

GIBINGLY BGGIILNY GIBE, to jeer (to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of))) [adv] 

GIGGLIER EGGGIILR GIGGLY, tending to giggle [adj] 

GIGGLING GGGGIILN GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

GIMMICKY CGIIKMMY having or being like gimmick (novel or tricky feature) [adj] 

GLADDEST ADDEGLST GLAD, feeling pleasure [adj] 

GLADDING ADDGGILN GLAD, to gladden (to make glad) [v] 

GLADLIER ADEGILLR GLADLY, in glad manner [adv] 

GLADNESS ADEGLNSS state of being glad (feeling pleasure) [n -ES] 

GLADSOME ADEGLMOS glad (feeling pleasure) [adj -R, -ST] 

GLAMMING AGGILMMN GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v] 

GLASSINE AEGILNSS type of paper (used for envelopes in stamp collecting hobby) [n -S] 

GLEEKING EEGGIKLN GLEEK, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [v] 

GLEESOME EEEGLMOS gleeful (merry (cheerful (full of spirits))) [adj] 

GLISSADE ADEGILSS to perform gliding dance step [v -D, -DING, -S] 

GLITZIER EGIILRTZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

GLITZILY GIILLTYZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adv] 

GLORYING GGILNORY GLORY, to rejoice proudly [v] 

GLUTTING GGILNTTU GLUT, to feed or fill to excess [v] 

GLUTTONY GLNOTTUY excessive eating [n -NIES] 

GLYCONIC CCGILNOY type of verse line [n -S] 

GOALBALL AABGLLLO ball thrown at goal to score [n -S] 

GOALLESS AEGLLOSS having no goal [adj] 

GOALPOST AGLOOPST post that marks boundary of scoring area in some games [n -S] 

GOALWARD AADGLORW toward goal (point-scoring area) [adv] 
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GOODLIER DEGILOOR GOODLY, of pleasing appearance [adj] 

GOOFIEST EFGIOOST GOOFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

GOOGLIES EGGILOOS GOOGLY, type of bowled ball in cricket [n] 

GORGEDLY DEGGLORY GORGE, to stuff with food [adv] 

GOSPELLY EGLLOPSY having characteristics of gospel music [adj] 

GRACIOSO ACGIOORS clown in Spanish comedy [n -S] 

GRAZIOSO AGIOORSZ graceful in style [adj] 

GRIDIRON DGIINORR to mark off into squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GRIMOIRE EGIIMORR book of magic spells [n -S] 

GRINCHES CEGHINRS GRINCH, one who spoils fun of others [n] 

GRINNING GGIINNNR GRIN, to smile broadly [v] 

GROGGERY EGGGORRY barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -RIES] 

GROGSHOP GGHOOPRS groggery (barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -S] 

GROUNDER DEGNORRU type of batted baseball [n -S] 

GUFFAWED ADEFFGUW GUFFAW, to laugh loudly [v] 

GULOSITY GILOSTUY gluttony (excessive eating) [n -TIES] 

GUSTABLE ABEGLSTU savory food [n -S] 

GUZZLING GGILNUZZ GUZZLE, to drink rapidly [v] 

GYMKHANA AAGHKMNY athletic meet [n -S] 

GYMNASIA AAGIMNSY gyms (room for athletic activities) [n] 
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HABANERA AAABEHNR Cuban dance [n -S] 

HAIRWING AGHIINRW fishing lure tied with hair [n -S] 

HALFBACK AABCFHKL football player [n -S] 

HALFPIPE AEFHILPP U-shaped course used for skateboarding [n -S] 

HALFTIME AEFHILMT intermission in football game [n -S] 

HAMMIEST AEHIMMST HAMMY, overly theatrical [adj] 

HANDBALL AABDHLLN small rubber ball [n -S] 

HANDBOOK ABDHKNOO manual (small reference book) [n -S] 

HANDLINE ADEHILNN fishing line worked by hand [n -S] 

HAPPIEST AEHIPPST HAPPY, marked by joy [adj] 

HARDBACK AABCDHKR hardcover book [n -S] 

HARDBALL AABDHLLR baseball (type of ball) [n -S] 

HARLOTRY AHLORRTY prostitution [n -RIES] 

HAUTBOIS ABHIOSTU hautboy (oboe (woodwind instrument)) [n HAUTBOIS] 

HEADLOCK ACDEHKLO wrestling hold [n -S] 

HEARTIER AEEHIRRT HEARTY, very friendly [adj] 

HEARTILY AEHILRTY HEARTY, very friendly [adv] 

HEARTING AEGHINRT HEART, to hearten (to give courage to) [v] 

HEAVENLY AEEHLNVY full of beauty and peace [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

HEDONISM DEHIMNOS pursuit of pleasure [n S] 

HEEHAWED ADEEEHHW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v] 

HEMIOLIA AEHIILMO hemiola (rhythmic alteration in music) [n -S] 

HEROICAL ACEHILOR courageous; noble [adj] 

HETAERIC ACEEHIRT HETAERA, concubine [adj] 
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HEXAPODY ADEHOPXY line of verse with six feet [n -DIES] 

HIGHBROW BGHHIORW person who has superior tastes [n -S] 

HIGHLIFE EFGHHIIL lifestyle of fashionable society [n -S] 

HILARITY AHIILRTY noisy merriment [n -TIES] 

HITMAKER AEHIKMRT musician who produces best-selling records [n -S] 

HITTABLE ABEHILTT capable of being hit [adj] 

HOBBYIST BBHIOSTY one that pursues hobby (recreational pastime) [n -S] 

HOGMANAY AAGHMNOY Scottish celebration [n -S] 

HOGMENAY AEGHMNOY hogmanay (Scottish celebration) [n -S] 

HOMEBRED BDEEHMOR native athlete [n -S] 

HOMERING EGHIMNOR HOMER, to hit home run [v] 

HOOPSTER EHOOPRST basketball player [n -S] 

HOORAHED ADEHHOOR HOORAH, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HOORAYED ADEHOORY HOORAY, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HORNBOOK BHKNOOOR primer (book that covers basics of subject) [n -S] 

HORNPIPE EHINOPPR musical instrument [n -S] 

HOSEYING EGHINOSY HOSEY, to choose sides for children's game [v] 

HOTBLOOD BDHLOOOT thoroughbred horse [n -S] 

HOTLINER EHILNORT person who runs radio phone-in show [n -S] 

HOUSIEST EHIOSSTU HOUSEY, being in style of house music [adj] 

HUDDLING DDGHILNU HUDDLE, to crowd together [v] 

HUMORFUL FHLMORUU humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

HUMORING GHIMNORU HUMOR, to indulge (to yield to desire of) [v] 

HUMORIST HIMORSTU humorous writer or entertainer [n -S] 

HUMOROUS HMOORSUU funny; witty [adj] 

HUMOURED DEHMORUU HUMOUR, to humor (to indulge (to yield to desire of)) [v] 

HUNKIEST EHIKNSTU HUNKY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

HUNTABLE ABEHLNTU HUNT, to pursue for food or sport [adj] 

HUNTEDLY DEHLNTUY HUNT, to pursue for food or sport [adv] 

HUNTRESS EHNRSSTU female hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n -ES] 

HUNTSMAN AHMNNSTU hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n -MEN] 

HURDLING DGHILNRU HURDLE, to jump over [v] 

HURRAHED ADEHHRRU HURRAH, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

HURRAYED ADEHRRUY HURRAY, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HUZZAHED ADEHHUZZ HUZZAH, to huzza (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HUZZAING AGHINUZZ HUZZA, to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval) [v] 

HYMENEAL AEEHLMNY wedding song or poem [n -S] 

HYMNBOOK BHKMNOOY hymnal (book of hymns) [n -S] 
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IAMBUSES ABEIMSSU IAMBUS, iamb (type of metrical foot) [n] 

ICEKHANA AACEHIKN automotive event held on frozen lake [n -S] 

IMBIBING BBGIIIMN IMBIBE, to drink (to swallow liquid) [v] 

IMITABLE ABEIILMT capable of being imitated [adj] 

IMITATOR AIIMORTT one that imitates (to behave in same way as) [n -S] 

INBOUNDS BDINNOSU being within certain boundaries [adj] / INBOUND, to put basketball in play from out of bounds [v] 
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INSPIRER EIINPRRS one that inspires (to animate mind or emotions of) [n -S] 

INTERCUT CEINRTTU to alternate camera shots [v INTERCUT, -ING, -S] 

INTHRALL AHILLNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

INTIMIST IIIMNSTT writer or artist who deals with deep personal experiences [n -S] 

INTREPID DEIINPRT fearless (unafraid (filled with apprehension)) [adj] 

INVITING GIIINNTV INVITE, to request presence of [v] 

IRONSIDE DEIINORS man of great strength [n -S] 
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JAMBOREE ABEEJMOR noisy celebration [n -S] 

JANNEYED ADEEJNNY JANNEY, to janny (to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas) [v] 

JANNYING AGIJNNNY action of one that jannies [n -S] / JANNY, to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas [v] 

JAPERIES AEEIJPRS JAPERY, mockery (act of mocking (to ridicule)) [n] 

JAPINGLY AGIJLNPY in japing manner [adv] 

JAUNTIER AEIJNRTU JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adj] 

JAUNTILY AIJLNTUY JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adv] 

JAZZLIKE AEIJKLZZ resembling type of music [adj] 

JIBINGLY BGIIJLNY JIBE, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [adv] 

JIGGIEST EGGIIJST JIGGY, pleasurably excited [adj] 

JIUJITSU IIJJSTUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

JIUJUTSU IJJSTUUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

JOCKETTE CEEJKOTT woman who rides horses in races [n -S] 

JOCKIEST CEIJKOST JOCKY, resembling athlete (one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility) [adj] 

JOCOSELY CEJLOOSY JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adv] 

JOCOSEST CEJOOSST JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOCOSITY CIJOOSTY state of being jocose (humorous (funny; witty)) [n -TIES] 

JOCUNDER CDEJNORU JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOCUNDLY CDJLNOUY JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

JOHNBOAT ABHJNOOT narrow square-ended boat [n -S] 

JOKESTER EEJKORST practical joker [n -S] 

JOKINESS EIJKNOSS state of being jokey (amusing) [n -ES] 

JOKINGLY GIJKLNOY in joking manner [adv] 

JOLLIEST EIJLLOST JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOLLYING GIJLLNOY JOLLY, to put in good humor for one's own purposes [v] 

JONGLEUR EGJLNORU minstrel (medieval musician) [n -S] 

JOVIALLY AIJLLOVY JOVIAL, good-humored [adv] 

JOYFULLY FJLLOUYY JOYFUL, happy (marked by joy) [adv] 

JOYOUSLY JLOOSUYY JOYOUS, joyful (happy (marked by joy)) [adv] 

JOYRIDER DEIJORRY one that joyrides (to take automobile ride for pleasure) [n -S] 

JUBILANT ABIJLNTU exultant (exulting) [adj] 

JUBILATE ABEIJLTU to exult (to rejoice greatly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

JUGGLING GGGIJLNU jugglery (art of juggler) [n -S] / JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity [v] 

JUMPABLE ABEJLMPU JUMP, to spring off ground [adj] 

JUMPROPE EJMOPPRU rope used in children's games for jumping [n -S] 

JUMPSHOT HJMOPSTU type of shot in basketball [n -S] 

JUMPSIES EIJMPSSU game involving jumping over taut rope [n] 
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JUNGLIST GIJLNSTU performer of style of fast dance music [n -S] 

JUNKETED DEEJKNTU JUNKET, to banquet (to feast (to eat sumptuously)) [v] 

JUNKETER EEJKNRTU one that junkets (to banquet (to feast)) [n -S] 
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KABOODLE ABDEKLOO caboodle (collection) [n -S] 

KAYAKING AAGIKKNY act or skill of managing kayak [n -S] / KAYAK, to travel in kayak (Inuit canoe) [v] 

KAZACHKI AACHIKKZ KAZACHOK, Russian folk dance [n] 

KAZACHOC AACCHKOZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -S] 

KAZACHOK AACHKKOZ Russian folk dance [n -HKI] 

KAZATSKI AAIKKSTZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -ES] 

KAZATSKY AAKKSTYZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -KIES] 

KERMESSE EEEKMRSS kermis (festival (day or time of celebration)) [n -ES] 

KERMISES EEIKMRSS KERMIS, festival (day or time of celebration) [n] 

KEYFRAME AEEFKMRY single image in sequence of animation [n -S] 

KICKBALL ABCIKKLL baseball using inflated ball that is kicked [n -S] 

KICKIEST CEIIKKST KICKY, exciting [adj] 

KINGSIDE DEGIIKNS part of chess board [n -S] 

KITELIKE EEIIKKLT resembling kite (light, covered frame flown in wind) [adj] 

KITSCHES CEHIKSST KITSCH, garish art or literature [n] 

KLATCHES ACEHKLST KLATCH, social gathering [n] 

KLONDIKE DEIKKLNO card game [n -S] 

KNEESIES EEEIKNSS pressing of one's knees against another person's knees [n KNEESIES] 

KNUCKLER CEKKLNRU type of baseball pitch [n -S] 

KOOKIEST EIKKOOST KOOKIE, kooky (eccentric) [adj] / KOOKY [adj] 

KRUMHORN HKMNORRU crumhorn (double-reed woodwind instrument) [n -S] 

KVELLING EGIKLLNV KVELL, to exclaim joyfully [v] 
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LABRADOR AABDLORR hunting dog [n -S] 

LACROSSE ACELORSS type of ball game [n -S] 

LANCIERS ACEILNRS French dance [n LANCIERS] 

LANGLAUF AAFGLLNU cross-country ski run [n -S] 

LARGANDO AADGLNOR becoming gradually slower -- used as musical direction [adj] 

LARKIEST AEIKLRST LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKSOME AEKLMORS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LAUDABLE AABDELLU worthy of praise [adj]  

LAUDABLY AABDLLUY LAUDABLE, worthy of praise [adv] 

LAUDATOR AADLORTU lauder (one that lauds (to praise)) [n -S] 

LAUGHING AGGHILNU laughter (act or sound of one that laughs) [n -S] / LAUGH, to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds [v] 

LAVEROCK ACEKLORV songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

LAXATION AAILNOTX  act of relaxing (to make less tense or rigid) [n -S] 

LEAGUING AEGGILNU LEAGUE, to come together for common purpose [v] 

LEAPFROG AEFGLOPR to jump over with legs wide apart [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

LEAVENER AEEELNRV one that has tempering influence [n -S] 
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LEEBOARD ABDEELOR board attached to sailing vessel to prevent leeway [n -S] 

LEGERITY EEGILRTY quickness of mind or body [n -TIES] 

LEGGIERO EEGGILOR in light or graceful manner -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LEVITIES EEIILSTV LEVITY, conduct characterized by lack of seriousness [n] 

LEWDNESS DEELNSSW state of being lewd (obscene (indecent (not decent))) [n -ES] 

LIBRETTO BEILORTT text of opera [n -TTI, -S] 

LIMBOING BGIILMNO LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LIMERICK CEIIKLMR humorous verse [n -S] 

LINDYING DGIILNNY LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LINEMATE AEEILMNT hockey player on same line as another [n -S] 

LINESMAN AEILMNNS football official [n -MEN] 

LINKSMAN AIKLMNNS golfer (one that golfs (to play golf (type of ball game))) [n -MEN] 

LIQUORED DEILOQRU LIQUOR, to intoxicate with liquor (alcoholic beverage) [v] 

LISSOMLY ILLMOSSY LISSOM, lissome (lithe (bending easily)) [adv] 

LITERACY ACEILRTY ability to read and write [n -CIES] 

LITERARY AEILRRTY of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of books and writings [adj] 

LITERATE AEEILRTT one who can read and write [n -S] 

LIVELIER EEIILLRV LIVELY, full of energy [adj] 

LIVELILY EIILLLVY LIVELY, full of energy [adv] 

LOLLOPED DELLLOOP LOLLOP, to loll (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [v] 

LONGEING EGGILNNO LONGE, to guide horse by means of long rope [v] 

LONGJUMP GJLMNOPU to jump for distance from running start [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LONGLINE EGILLNNO type of fishing line [n -S] 

LOONIEST EILNOOST LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

LOSINGLY GILLNOSY in manner characterized by defeat [adv] 

LOSSLESS ELLOSSSS done or being without loss [adj] 

LOUNGIER EGILNORU LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj] 

LOUNGING GGILNNOU LOUNGE, to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner [v] 

LOVEFEST EEFLOSTV gathering to promote good feeling [n -S] 

LOVELIER EEILLORV LOVELY, beautiful [adj] 

LOVELIES EEILLOSV LOVELY, beautiful woman [n] 

LUNACIES ACEILNSU LUNACY, insanity (state of being insane; something utterly foolish) [n] 

LUNCHEON CEHLNNOU noonday meal [n -S] 

LUNCHING CGHILNNU LUNCH, to eat noonday meal [v] 

LURINGLY GILLNRUY in enticing manner [adv] 

LUSCIOUS CILOSSUU having very pleasing taste or smell [adj] 

LUTANIST AILNSTTU one who plays lute [n -S] 

LUTENIST EILNSTTU lutanist (one who plays lute) [n -S] 

LUXURIES EILRSUUX LUXURY, free indulgence in that which affords pleasure or comfort [n] 
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MACCABAW AAABCCMW maccaboy (type of snuff) [n -S] 

MACCABOY AABCCMOY type of snuff [n -S] 

MACCOBOY ABCCMOOY maccaboy (type of snuff) [n -S] 

MADRIGAL AADGILMR short lyric poem [n -S] 
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MAESTOSO AEMOOSST stately musical passage [n -S] 

MAGDALEN AADEGLMN reformed prostitute [n -S] 

MAGICIAN AACGIIMN one skilled in magic [n -S] 

MALAPROP AALMOPPR humorous misuse of word [n -S] 

MAMBOING ABGIMMNO MAMBO, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

MANDOLIN ADILMNNO stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

MARATHON AAHMNORT long-distance race [n -S] 

MARIACHI AACHIIMR Mexican musical band [n -S] 

MARVELED ADEELMRV MARVEL, to be filled with wonder or astonishment [v] 

MARYJANE AAEJMNRY marijuana [n -S] 

MASSCULT ACLMSSTU culture as popularized by mass media [n -S] 

MATCHING ACGHIMNT MATCH, to set in competition or opposition [v] 

MATINESS AEIMNSST friendliness (quality of being friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [n -ES] 

MAZOURKA AAKMORUZ mazurka (Polish dance) [n -S] 

MBAQANGA AAABGMNQ African dance music [n -S] 

MEALTIME AEEILMMT usual time for meal [n -S] 

MEGAPLEX AEEGLMPX large building having many movie theaters [n -ES] 

MEGASTAR AAEGMRST extremely successful performer [n -S] 

MELODIES DEEILMOS MELODY, agreeable succession of musical sounds [n] 

MERENGUE EEEGMNRU ballroom dance [n -S] 

MERRIEST EEIMRRST MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

MESMERIC CEEIMMRS pertaining to hypnotism [adj] 

MICAWBER ABCEIMRW person who remains hopeful despite adversity [n -S] 

MIDFIELD DDEFIILM middle portion of playing field [n -S] 

MIMICKED CDEIIKMM MIMIC, to imitate closely [v] 

MIMICKER CEIIKMMR one that mimics (to imitate closely) [n -S] 

MINDLESS DEILMNSS lacking intelligence [adj] 

MINICAMP ACIIMMNP short training camp for football players [n -S] 

MINIGOLF FGIILMNO game similar to golf played on small obstacle course [n -S] 

MINSTREL EILMNRST medieval musician [n -S] 

MINUETED DEEIMNTU MINUET, to dance minuet (slow, stately dance) [v] 

MIRTHFUL FHILMRTU MIRTH, spirited gaiety [adj] 

MISACTED ACDEIMST MISACT, to act badly [v] 

MISAIMED ADEIIMMS MISAIM, to aim badly [v] 

MISCUING CGIIMNSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MISFIELD DEFIILMS to field badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISHUGAS AGHIMSSU crazy or foolish behavior [n -ES] 

MOCKABLE ABCEKLMO MOCK, to ridicule (to make fun of) [adj] 

MODERATO ADEMOORT musical passage played at medium tempo [n -S] 

MONKEYED DEEKMNOY MONKEY, to mimic (to imitate closely) [v] 

MONODIES DEIMNOOS MONODY, elegy performed by one person [n] 

MONODIST DIMNOOST one who writes monodies (elegy performed by one person) [n -S] 

MONOPODY DMNOOOPY measure consisting of single metrical foot [n -DIES] 

MOONCALF ACFLMNOO foolish person [n -LVES] 

MOORFOWL FLMOOORW game bird [n -S] 

MORCEAUX ACEMORUX MORCEAU, short literary or musical composition [n] 
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MORRISES EIMORRSS MORRIS, English folk dance [n] 

MOTORING GIMNOORT recreation of traveling by automobile [n -S] / MOTOR, to travel by automobile [v] 

MOVIEDOM DEIMMOOV filmdom (motion-picture industry) [n -S] 

MOVINGLY GILMNOVY so as to affect emotions [adv] 

MRIDANGA AADGIMNR drum of India [n -S] 

MUMMERED DEEMMMRU MUMMER, to participate in mumming (miming) [v] 

MUNDUNGO DGMNNOUU foul-smelling tobacco [n -S] 

MUSICALE ACEILMSU program of music performed at social gathering [n -S] 

MUSICIAN ACIIMNSU one who performs or composes music [n -S] 

MUSICKED CDEIKMSU MUSICK, to compose music for [v] 
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NARGHILE AEGHILNR hookah (water pipe) [n -S] 

NARGILEH AEGHILNR narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n -S] 

NATANTLY AALNNTTY NATANT, floating or swimming [adv] 

NATATION AAINNOTT act of swimming (to propel oneself in water by natural means) [n -S] 

NATATORY AANORTTY pertaining to swimming (act of one that swims) [adj] 

NAUTCHES ACEHNSTU NAUTCH, dancing exhibition in India [n] 

NEOTERIC CEEINORT modern author [n -S] 

NEUMATIC ACEIMNTU NEUME, sign used in musical notation [adj] 

NOCTURNE CENNORTU musical composition [n -S] 

NONACTOR ACNNOORT person who is not actor [n -S] 

NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S] 

NONIMAGE AEGIMNNO one having no celebrity status [n -S] 

NONLYRIC CILNNORY not lyrical (having form of song) [adj] 

NONMUSIC CIMNNOSU inferior music [n -S] 

NONNOVEL ELNNNOOV literary work that is not novel [n -S] 

NONPRINT INNNOPRT not involving printed material [adj] 

NONRATED ADENNORT not rated (to estimate value of) [adj] 

NONRIVAL AILNNORV unimportant rival [n -S] 

NONSKIER EIKNNORS one that does not ski [n -S] 

NONTITLE EILNNOTT pertaining to athletic contest in which title is not at stake [adj] 

NONTRUMP MNNOPRTU not having trump [adj] 

NONUSING GINNNOSU not using (to put into service) [adj] 

NOODLING DGILNNOO action of idly playing musical instrument [n -S] / NOODLE [v] 

NOTEBOOK BEKNOOOT book in which to write [n -S] 

NOTTURNO NNOORTTU nocturne (musical composition) [n -NI] 

NUTTIEST EINSTTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj] 
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OBLIGATO ABGILOOT important musical part [n -TI, -S] 

OFFSTAGE AEFFGOST part of stage not visible to audience [n -S] 

OFFTRACK ACFFKORT away from racetrack [adj] 

OLLIEING EGIILLNO OLLIE, to perform maneuver in skateboarding or snowboarding [v] 

OLYMPIAD ADILMOPY celebration of Olympic Games [n -S] 
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OMADHAUN AADHMNOU foolish person [n -S] 

ONSCREEN CEENNORS shown on movie, television, or display screen [adj] 

ONSTREAM AEMNORST in or into production [adv] 

OOMPAHED ADEHMOOP OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v] 

OPERATIC ACEIOPRT technique of staging operas [n -S] 

OPERETTA AEEOPRTT light musical drama with spoken dialogue [n -S] 

OPUSCULA ACLOPSUU opuscules (minor work) [n OPUSCULA] 

OPUSCULE CELOPSUU minor work [n -S] 

ORATORIO AIOOORRT type of musical composition [n -S] 

ORATRESS AEORRSST oratrix (female orator) [n -ES] 

ORGANIST AGINORST one who plays organ (keyboard musical instrument) [n -S] 

ORGULOUS GLOORSUU proud (having or displaying pride) [adj] 

OSCULATE ACELOSTU to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OSTINATO AINOOSTT constantly recurring musical phrase [n -TI, -S] 

OUTACTED ACDEOTTU OUTACT, to surpass in acting [v] 

OUTBLUFF BFFLOTUU to surpass in bluffing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBOXED BDEOOTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTBOXES BEOOSTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTBRAVE ABEORTUV to surpass in courage [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTCAPER ACEOPRTU to surpass in capering [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCATCH ACCHOTTU to surpass in catching [v -AUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUTCHARM ACHMORTU to surpass in charming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCLASS ACLOSSTU to surpass so decisively as to appear of higher class [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCLIMB BCILMOTU to surpass in climbing [v -ED, -LOMB, -ING, -S] 

OUTCOACH ACCHOOTU to surpass in coaching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTCURVE CEORTUUV type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

OUTDANCE ADGORTU to surpass in drag racing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTDOING DGINOOTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

OUTDRINK DIKNORTU to surpass in drinking [v -RANK, -RUNK, -ING, -S] 

OUTDRIVE DEIORTUV to drive golf ball farther than [v -ROVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

OUTFABLE ABEFLOTU to surpass in fabling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTFEAST AEFOSTTU to surpass in feasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFENCE CEEFNOTU to surpass in fencing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTFIELD DEFILOTU part of baseball field [n -S] 

OUTFOXED DEFOOTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUTFOXES EFOOSTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUTGUIDE DEGIOTUU to surpass in guiding [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUTHOMER EHMOORTU to surpass in hitting home runs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTHUMOR HMOORTUU to surpass in humoring [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAUGH AGHLOTUU to surpass in laughing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTMATCH ACHMOTTU to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPAINT AINOPTTU to surpass in painting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPOINT INOOPTTU to score more points than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPUNCH CHNOPTUU to surpass in punching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTRIVAL AILORTUV to outdo in competition or rivalry [v -D, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

OUTROWED DEOORTUW OUTROW, to surpass in rowing [v] 
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OUTSAVOR AOORSTUV to surpass in distinctive taste or smell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSCORE CEOORSTU to score more points than [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTSERVE EEORSTUV to surpass in serving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTSHOOT HOOOSTTU to shoot better than [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSKATE AEKOSTTU to surpass in skating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTSMILE EILMOSTU to surpass in smiling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTSPEED DEEOPSTU to go faster than [v OUTSPED, -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTUNT NOSTTTUU to surpass in stunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWING GINOSTUW to surpass in swinging [v -WUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUTTHANK AHKNOTTU to surpass in thanking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTHROW HOORTTUW to throw farther or more accurately than [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OUTTRUMP MOPRTTUU to outplay (to excel or defeat in game) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTVYING GINOTUVY OUTVIE, to surpass in competition [v] 

OUTWRITE EIORTTUW to write better than [v OUTWRIT, -TTEN, ROTE, -TING, -S] 

OVERCALL ACELLORV to overbid (to bid higher than) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFISH EFHIORSV to deplete supply of fish in area by fishing to excess [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERHUNT EHNORTUV to deplete supply of game in area by hunting to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHYPE EEHOPRVY to hype to excess [v -D, -PING, -S] 

OVERLEAF AEEFLORV on other side of page [adv] 

OVERPLAY AELOPRVY to exaggerate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERRUFF EFFORRUV to trump with higher trump card than has already been played [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSIDE DEEIORSV other side of phonograph record [n -S] 

OVERSPIN EINOPRSV forward spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

OVERTURE EEORRTUV to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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PACHINKO ACHIKNOP Japanese pinball game [n -S] 

PADDLING ADDGILNP act of one who paddles [n -S] / PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PAGINATE AAEGINPT to number pages of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PALESTRA AAELPRST school for athletics in ancient Greece [n -S, -E] 

PALLIEST AEILLPST PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

PALMBALL AABLLLMP baseball pitched from palm and thumb [n -S] 

PAMPHLET AEHLMPPT to distribute pamphlets (small informative leaflets or booklets) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PANATELA AAAELNPT long, slender cigar [n -S] 

PANETELA AAEELNPT panatela (long, slender cigar) [n -S] 

PARAKITE AAEIKPRT parachute kite for towing person through air by motorboat [n -S] 

PARASAIL AAAILPRS to soar while harnessed to parachute towed by car or boat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARCHESI ACEHIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S] 

PARCHISI ACHIIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S] 

PARERGON AEGNOPRR composition derived from larger work [n -GA] 

PARKETTE AEEKPRTT small public park [n -S] 

PARKLAND AADKLNPR grassland region with isolated or grouped trees [n -S] 

PARKLIKE AEIKKLPR resembling outdoor recreational area [adj] 

PARLAYED AADELPRY PARLAY, to bet original wager and its winnings on subsequent event [v] 

PARODIED ADDEIOPR PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 

PARODIES ADEIOPRS PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 
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PARODIST ADIOPRST one who parodies [n -S] 

PARROTED ADEOPRRT PARROT, to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding [v] 

PARROTER AEOPRRRT one that parrots (to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding) [n -S] 

PARTERRE AEEPRRRT section of theater [n -S] 

PARTIEST AEIPRSTT PARTY, boisterous [adj] 

PARTYING AGINPRTY participation in party [n -S] / PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PASSUSES AEPSSSSU PASSUS, section of story or poem [n] 

PASTICCI ACCIIPST pastiches (artistic work made of fragments from various sources) [n PASTICCI] 

PATHOSES AEHOPSST PATHOS, quality that arouses feelings of pity or compassion [n] 

PAVILLON AILLNOPV bell of wind instrument [n -S] 

PAZAZZES AAEPSZZZ PAZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PEACOCKY ACCEKOPY flamboyant, showy [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

PEARTEST AEEPRSTT PEART, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

PEDALIER ADEEILPR pedal keyboard of organ [n -S] 

PEEKABOO ABEEKOOP children's game [n -S] 

PEEPHOLE EEEHLOPP small opening through which one may look [n -S] 

PEEPSHOW EEHOPPSW exhibition viewed through small opening [n -S] 

PEGBOXES BEEGOPSX PEGBOX, part of stringed instrument [n] 

PENCHANT ACEHNNPT strong liking for something [n -S] 

PENSIONE EEINNOPS boarding house [n -S, -NI] 

PENUCHLE CEEHLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PENUCKLE CEEKLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PERFECTO CEEFOPRT medium-sized cigar [n -S] 

PERICOPE CEEIOPPR selection from book [n -PAE, -S] 

PERIQUES EEIPQRSU PERIQUE, dark tobacco [n] 

PERKIEST EEIKPRST PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

PERUSING EGINPRSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 

PETANQUE AEENPQTU French form of lawn bowling [n -S] 

PHILOMEL EHILLMOP songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

PHONEYED DEEHNOPY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

PHONIEST EHINOPST PHONEY, phony (not genuine or real) [adj] / PHONY [adj] 

PHONYING GHINNOPY PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

PHRASING AGHINPRS manner or style of verbal expression [n -S] / PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

PICNICKY CCIIKNPY pertaining to picnic (outdoor excursion with food) [adj] 

PIGSTICK CGIIKPST to hunt for wild boar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PILLOWED DEILLOPW PILLOW, to rest on pillow (cushion for head) [v] 

PINOCHLE CEHILNOP card game [n -S] 

PIPELESS EEILPPSS having no pipe [adj] 

PIPESTEM EEIMPPST stem of tobacco pipe [n -S] 

PITCHOUT CHIOPTTU type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

PIVOTMAN AIMNOPTV center on basketball team [n -MEN] 

PIXIEISH EHIIIPSX PIXIE, pixy (playfully mischievous fairy or elf) [adj] 

PIXINESS EIINPSSX state of being playfully mischievous [n -ES] 

PIZAZZES AEIPSZZZ PIZAZZ, quality of being exciting or attractive [n] 

PIZZAZES AEIPSZZZ PIZZAZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PIZZAZZY AIPYZZZZ pizazzy (having pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive)) [adj] 
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PLAYABLE AABELLPY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [adj] 

PLAYBACK AABCKLPY act of replaying newly made recording [n -S] 

PLAYBILL ABILLLPY program for theatrical performance [n -S] 

PLAYBOOK ABKLOOPY book containing one or more literary works for stage [n -S] 

PLAYDATE AADELPTY scheduled date for showing theatrical production [n -S] 

PLAYDOWN ADLNOPWY playoff (series of games played to determine championship) [n -S] 

PLAYGIRL AGILLPRY woman devoted to pleasurable activities [n -S] 

PLAYGOER AEGLOPRY one who attends theater [n -S] 

PLAYLAND AADLLNPY recreational area [n -S] 

PLAYLESS AELLPSSY lacking playfulness (quality of being playful (frolicsome)) [adj] 

PLAYLIKE AEIKLLPY resembling theatrical performance [adj] 

PLAYLIST AILLPSTY to place on list of songs to be played [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAYMATE AAELMPTY companion in play [n -S] 

PLAYROOM ALMOOPRY recreation room [n -S] 

PLAYSUIT AILPSTUY sports outfit for women and children [n -S] 

PLAYTIME AEILMPTY time for play or amusement [n -S] 

PLAYWEAR AAELPRWY clothing worn for leisure activities [n PLAYWEAR] 

PLEASANT AAELNPST pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] 

PLEASING AEGILNPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PLEASURE AEELPRSU to please (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PLECTRON CELNOPRT plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n -RA, -S] 

PLECTRUM CELMPRTU implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument [n -RA, -S] 

PLINKING GIIKLNNP PLINK, to shoot at random targets [v] 

PLOTLESS ELLOPSST planless (having no plan) [adj] 

PLOTLINE EILLNOPT main story of book [n -S] 

PLOTTIER EILOPRTT PLOTTY, full of intrigue, as novel [adj] 

PLUCKIER CEIKLPRU PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adj] 

PLUCKILY CIKLLPUY PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adv] 

POACHING ACGHINOP POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POETICAL ACEILOPT poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

POETISER EEIOPRST poetizer (one that poetizes (to write poetry)) [n -S] 

POETIZER EEIOPRTZ one that poetizes (to write poetry) [n -S] 

POETLESS EELOPSST lacking poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETLIKE EEIKLOPT resembling poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETRIES EEIOPRST POETRY, literary work in metrical form [n] 

POINTMAN AIMNNOPT certain player in hockey [n -MEN] 

POLICIER CEIILOPR film featuring police investigating crimes [n -S] 

POLKAING AGIKLNOP POLKA, to perform lively dance [v] 

POOLHALL AHLLLOOP poolroom (establishment for playing of billiards) [n -S] 

POOLROOM LMOOOOPR establishment for playing of billiards [n -S] 

POOLSIDE DEILOOPS area surrounding swimming pool [n -S] 

POPPIEST EIOPPPST POPPY, having characteristics of pop music [adj] 

PORTOLAN ALNOOPRT book of sailing directions [n -S] 

POSTGAME AEGMOPST following game [adj] 

POSTIQUE EIOPQSTU postiche (imitation (act of imitating (imitate))) [n -S] 

POSTLUDE DELOPSTU closing musical piece [n -S] 
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POSTPUNK KNOPPSTU pertaining to music coming after punk rock [adj] 

POSTRACE ACEOPRST following race [adj] 

POSTSHOW HOOPSSTW following show [adj] 

POSTSYNC CNOPSSTY to add sound to film after scene has been photographed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POTHOLER EHLOOPRT one who explores deep underground holes or caves [n -S] 

POTLACHE ACEHLOPT potlach (ceremonial feast) [n -S] 

POTLATCH ACHLOPTT to hold ceremonial feast for [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

POTTERED DEEOPRTT POTTER, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [v] 

POTTERER EEOPRRTT one that potters (to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner)) [n -S] 

PRACTICE ACCEIPRT to perform often so as to acquire skill [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRACTISE ACEIPRST to practice (to perform often so as to acquire skill) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PRAISING AGIINPRS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

PREBIND BDEINPR to bind beforehand [v -BOUND, -ING, -S] 

PREDRAFT ADEFPRRT preceding draft (system for selecting players for professional teams) [adj] 

PREFIGHT EFGHIPRT preceding fight [adj] 

PRELUDER DEELPRRU one that preludes (to play musical introduction) [n -S] 

PREMIERE EEEIMPRR to present publicly for first time [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRINKING GIIKNNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PRINTERY EINPRRTY place where printing is done [n -RIES] 

PRINTING GIINNPRT PRINT, to produce by pressed type on surface [v] / reproduction from printing surface [n -S] 

PROMOTER EMOOPRRT one that promotes (to contribute to progress of) [n -S] 

PROSAISM AIMOPRSS prosaic style [n -S] 

PROSAIST AIOPRSST writer of prose [n -S] 

PROSODIC CDIOOPRS PROSODY, study of poetical forms [adj] 

PROTASIS AIOPRSST introductory part of classical drama [n -SES] 

PROTATIC ACIOPRTT PROTASIS, introductory part of classical drama [adj] 

PROUDEST DEOPRSTU PROUD, having or displaying pride [adj] 

PSALTERS AELPRSST PSALTER, book of psalms [n] 

PSALTERY AELPRSTY ancient stringed musical instrument [n -RIES] 

PUCKSTER CEKPRSTU hockey player [n -S] 

PUGILISM GIILMPSU art or practice of fighting with fists [n -S] 

PUGILIST GIILPSTU one who fights with his fists [n -S] 

PUNCHOUT CHNOPTUU fist fight [n -S] 

PUPPETRY EPPPRTUY art of making or manipulating puppets [n -RIES] 

PURSUANT ANPRSTUU in accordance [adv] 

PUSHBALL ABHLLPSU type of ball game [n -S] 

PUSHOVER EHOPRSUV easily defeated person or team [n -S] 

PUTTERED DEEPRTTU PUTTER, to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner [v] 

PUTTERER EEPRRTTU one that putters (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [n -S] 
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QUAFFING AFFGINQU QUAFF, to drink deeply [v] 

QUATORZE AEOQRTUZ set of four cards of same denomination scoring fourteen points [n -S] 

QUEENIER EEEINQRU QUEENY, showily effeminate [adj] 

QUINTAIN AIINNQTU object used as target in medieval sport [n -S] 

QUIPPISH HIIPPQSU witty (humorously clever) [adj] 
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QUIRTING GIINQRTU QUIRT, to strike with riding whip [v] 

QUOITING GIINOQTU QUOIT, to play throwing game similar to ringtoss [v] 
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RABBITED ABBDEIRT RABBIT, to hunt rabbits (rodent-like mammals) [v] 

RABBITER ABBEIRRT one that rabbits (to hunt rabbits (rodent-like mammals)) [n -S] 

RACEGOER ACEEGORR one who regularly goes to horse races [n -S] 

RACEWALK AACEKLRW to walk for speed while maintaining foot contact with ground and keeping supporting leg straight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RAILBIRD ABDIILRR racing enthusiast [n -S] 

RAILLERY AEILLRRY good-natured teasing [n -RIES] 

RALLYING AGILLNRY sport of driving in rallyes [n -S] 

RANCHERA AACEHNRR type of Mexican country music [n -S] 

RASSLING AGILNRSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

READABLE AABDEELR READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed [adj] 

READABLY AABDELRY READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed [adv] 

READERLY ADEELRRY typical of reader [adj] 

RECREATE ACEEERRT to refresh mentally or physically [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REDSHIRT DEHIRRST to keep college athlete out of varsity play in order to extend his eligibility [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEDBIRD BDDEEIRR bobolink (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n -S] 

REEFABLE ABEEEFLR REEF, to reduce area of sail [adj] 

REGALING AEGGILNR REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

REGARDED ADDEEGRR REGARD, to look upon with particular feeling [v] 

REHEARSE AEEEHRRS to practice in preparation for public appearance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REJOICER CEEIJORR one that rejoices (to feel joyful) [n -S] 

REJUGGLE EEGGJLRU to juggle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RELAXING AEGILNRX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

RELISHED DEEHILRS RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v] 

RELISHES EEHILRSS RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v] 

REPARTEE AEEEPRRT quick, witty reply [n -S] 

REPASTED ADEEPRST REPAST, to eat or feast [v] 

REPLAYED ADEELPRY REPLAY, PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [v] 

REPOSING EGINOPRS REPOSE, to lie at rest [v] 

RERECORD CDEEORRR to record again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESHOWED DEEHORSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RETAPING AEGINPRT RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

RETEAMED ADEEEMRT RETEAM, TEAM, to form team (group of persons associated in joint action) [v] 

RETIRANT AEINRRTT retiree (one who has retired from his vocation) [n -S] 

REVELING EEGILNRV REVEL, to engage in revelry [v] 

REVELLED DEEELLRV REVEL, to engage in revelry [v] 

REVELLER EEELLRRV reveler (one that revels (to engage in revelry)) [n -S] 

REWINDED DDEEINRW REWIND, to wind again [v] 

REWINDER DEEINRRW one that rewinds (to wind again) [n -S] 

RHAPSODE ADEHOPRS reciter of epic poetry in ancient Greece [n -S] 

RHAPSODY ADHOPRSY exalted expression of feeling [n -DIES] 

RHUMBAED ABDEHMRU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RICEBIRD BCDEIIRR bobolink (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n -S] 
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RICERCAR ACCEIRRR instrumental composition [n -S] 

RIGADOON ADGINOOR lively dance [n -S] 

RIGAUDON ADGINORU rigadoon (lively dance) [n -S] 

RIMESTER EEIMRRST rimer (one that rimes (to rhyme)) [n -S] 

RINGETTE EEGINRTT team sport for women played on ice using rubber ring [n -S] 

RINGSIDE DEGIINRS area just outside boxing or wrestling ring (square enclosure) [n -S] 

RINGTOSS GINORSST game in which object is to toss ring onto upright stick [n -ES] 

RINKSIDE DEIIKNRS area next to ice at rink [n -S] 

RIPOSTED DEIOPRST RIPOST, to riposte (to make return thrust in fencing) [v] / RIPOSTE [v] 

RIPOSTES EIOPRSST RIPOSTE, to make return thrust in fencing [v] 

ROADSHOW ADHOORSW theatrical show on tour [n -S] 

ROADWORK ADKOORRW outdoor running as form of physical conditioning [n -S] 

RODEOING DEGINOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

ROLLICKY CIKLLORY given to rollicking (to play and run about merrily) [adj] 

RONDELET DEELNORT rondeau (short poem of fixed form) of 5 or 7 lines [n -S] 

RONDELLE DEELLNOR rondel (rondeau (short poem of fixed form) of 14 lines) [n -S] 

ROOTSIER EIOORRST ROOTSY, showing traditional musical origins [adj] 

ROQUETED DEEOQRTU ROQUET, to cause one's own ball to hit another in croquet [v] 

ROUGHING GGHINORU excessive use of force in hockey [n -S]  

RUBAIYAT AABIRTUY four-lined stanzas in Persian poetry [n RUBAIYAT] 

RUBBOARD ABBDORRU corrugated rectangular board used as percussion instrument [n -S] 

RUBRICAL ABCILRRU RUBRIC, part of manuscript or book that appears in red [adj] 

RUMBAING ABGIMNRU RUMBA, to perform ballroom dance [v] 
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SAFARIED AADEFIRS SAFARI, to go on hunting expedition [v] 

SAILBOAT AABILOST boat that sails [n -S] 

SAILPAST AAILPSST sailing of ships past place [n -S] 

SAMBAING AABGIMNS SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v] 

SAMIZDAT AADIMSTZ system in Soviet Union for printing and distributing unauthorized literature [n -S] 

SAPIDITY ADIIPSTY state of being sapid (pleasant to taste) [n -TIES] 

SAPPIEST AEIPPSST SAPPY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

SARABAND AAABDNRS stately Spanish dance [n -S] 

SARDONIC ACDINORS mocking [adj] 

SARODIST ADIORSST one who plays sarod [n -S] 

SATIRISE AEIIRSST to satirize (to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SATIRIZE AEIIRSTZ to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SAVORIER AEIORRSV SAVORY, pleasant to taste or smell [adj] 

SAVORIES AEIORSSV SAVORY, savory dish served before or after meal [n] 

SAVORILY AILORSVY SAVORY, pleasant to taste or smell [adv] 

SAVORING AGINORSV SAVOR, to taste or smell with pleasure [v] 

SAVOROUS AOORSSUV savory (pleasant to taste or smell) [adj] 

SAVOURER AEORRSUV savorer (one that savors (to taste or smell with pleasure)) [n -S] 

SCAMPING ACGIMNPS SCAMP, to perform in hasty or careless manner [v] 

SCANSION ACINNOSS analysis of verse into metrical feet and rhythm patterns [n -S] 

SCATBACK AABCCKST type of player in football [n -S] 
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SCENARIO ACEINORS summary of plot of dramatic work [n -S] 

SCHUSSED CDEHSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 

SCHUSSER CEHRSSSU one that schusses (to make fast, straight run in skiing) [n -S] 

SCHUSSES CEHSSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 

SCLAFFED ACDEFFLS SCLAFF, to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf [v] 

SCLAFFER ACEFFLRS one that sclaffs (to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf) [n -S] 

SCOREPAD ACDEOPRS pad on which scored points are recorded [n -S] 

SCRIPTED CDEIPRST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 

SCRIPTER CEIPRRST one that scripts (to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture) [n -S] 

SCROLLER CELLORRS computer game in which background scrolls past [n -S] 

SCRUMMED CDEMMRSU SCRUM, to engage in scrummage (formation around ball in rugby) [v] 

SCUBAING ABCGINSU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SCULLING CGILLNSU SCULL, to propel with type of oar [v] 

SEGUEING EEGGINSU SEGUE, to proceed without pause from one musical theme to another [v] 

SEMIGALA AAEGILMS somewhat gala [adj] 

SEMITONE EEIMNOST type of musical tone [n -S] 

SEMPLICE CEEILMPS simple -- used as musical direction [adj] 

SENARIUS AEINRSSU Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n -II] 

SERENADE ADEEENRS to perform honorific evening song for [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SERENATA AAEENRST dramatic cantata [n -S, -TE] 

SETENANT AEENNSTT postage stamp that differs in design from others in same sheet [n -S] 

SFORZATO AFOORSTZ playing of tone or chord with sudden force [n -S] 

SHAMISEN AEHIMNSS samisen (Japanese stringed instrument) [n -S] 

SHAMMING AGHIMMNS SHAM, to feign (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [v] 

SHANKING AGHIKNNS SHANK, to hit sharply to right, as golf ball [v] 

SHARPING AGHINPRS SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

SHIKAREE AEEHIKRS big game hunter [n -S] 

SHINDIES DEHIINSS SHINDY, shindig (elaborate dance or party) [n] 

SHINTIES EHIINSST SHINTY, Scottish game similar to field hockey [n] 

SHIVAREE AEEHIRSV to chivaree (to perform mock serenade) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SHOWABLE ABEHLOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [adj] 

SHOWBOAT ABHOOSTW to show off [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOWCASE ACEHOSSW to exhibit (to present for public viewing) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SHOWGIRL GHILORSW chorus girl [n -S] 

SHOWGOER EGHOORSW one that attends show [n -S] 

SHOWIEST EHIOSSTW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj] 

SHOWTIME EHIMOSTW time at which entertainment is to start [n -S] 

SIDESHOW DEHIOSSW small show offered in addition to main attraction [n -S] 

SIDESMAN ADEIMNSS lay assistant at Anglican church [n -MEN] 

SIDESPIN DEIINPSS type of spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

SIGHTSEE EEGHISST to visit and view places of interest [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

SIMPERED DEEIMPRS SIMPER, to smile in silly manner [v] 

SIMPERER EEIMPRRS one that simpers (to smile in silly manner) [n -S] 

SINFONIA AFIINNOS symphony (orchestral composition) [n -S, -IE] 

SINGABLE ABEGILNS SING, to utter with musical inflections of voice [adj] 

SINGSONG GGINNOSS monotonous cadence in speaking or reading [n -S] 
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SIRVENTE EEINRSTV satirical medieval song or poem [n -S] 

SITARIST AIIRSSTT one who plays sitar [n -S] 

SITZMARK AIKMRSTZ mark left in snow by skier who has fallen backward [n -S] 

SKANKING AGIKKNNS SKANK, to dance in loose-limbed manner [v] 

SKIDOOER DEIKOORS one that rides on snowmobile [n -S] 

SKIJORER EIJKORRS skier who is drawn over snow by dogs, horse, or vehicle [n -S] 

SKIORING GIIKNORS form of skiing [n -S] 

SKIPPING GIIKNPPS SKIP, to move with light springing steps [v] 

SKOALING AGIKLNOS SKOAL, to drink to health of [v] 

SKUNKING GIKKNNSU SKUNK, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] 

SKYBOARD ABDKORSY board with foot bindings that is used for skysurfing [n -S] 

SKYBOXES BEKOSSXY SKYBOX, enclosure of seats situated high in stadium [n] 

SKYDIVER DEIKRSVY one that skydives (to parachute from airplane for sport) [n -S] 

SLALOMED ADELLMOS SLALOM, to ski in zigzag course [v] 

SLALOMER AELLMORS one that slaloms (to ski in zigzag course) [n -S] 

SLAPSHOT AHLOPSST type of shot in hockey [n -S] 

SLIPCASE ACEILPSS protective box for book [n -S] 

SLOTBACK ABCKLOST type of football player [n -S] 

SLUFFING FFGILNSU SLUFF, to discard card or cards [v] 

SLUGFEST EFGLSSTU vigorous fight [n -S] 

SLURPING GILNPRSU SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

SMERKING EGIKMNRS SMERK, to smirk (to smile in affected or smug manner) [v] 

SMILIEST EIILMSST SMILEY, displaying smile [adj] 

SMIRKING GIIKMNRS SMIRK, to smile in affected or smug manner [v] 

SNARFING AFGINNRS SNARF, to eat or drink greedily [v] 

SNEAKBOX ABEKNOSX small boat masked with brush and weeds that is used for wildfowl hunting [n -ES] 

SNELLEST EELLNSST SNELL, keen (enthusiastic) [adj] 

SNELLING EGILLNNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNOOTFUL FLNOOSTU enough alcoholic liquor to make one drunk [n -S] 

SNOWPLOW LNOOPSWW to execute type of skiing maneuver [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SNUFFBOX BFFNOSUX box for holding snuff [n -ES] 

SNUFFING FFGINNSU SNUFF, to use or inhale snuff (powdered tobacco) [v] 

SOAPBOX ABOOPSX to deliver informal impassioned speech on street [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SOCIABLE ABCEILOS social (friendly gathering) [n -S] 

SOCIABLY ABCILOSY in friendly manner [adv] 

SOFTBACK ABCFKOST book bound in flexible paper cover [n -S] 

SOFTBALL ABFLLOST type of ball [n -S] 

SONATINA AAINNOST short sonata [n -S, -NE] 

SONATINE AEINNOST SONATINA, short sonata [n] 

SONGBIRD BDGINORS bird that utters musical call [n -S] 

SONGBOOK BGKNOOOS book of songs [n -S] 

SONGFEST EFGNOSST informal gathering for group singing [n -S] 

SONGLIKE EGIKLNOS resembling song (musical composition written or adapted for singing) [adj] 

SONGSTER EGNORSST singer (one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

SONNETED DEENNOST SONNET, to compose sonnet (type of poem) [v] 
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SOOTHING GHINOOST SOOTHE, to restore to quiet or normal state [v] 

SORRIEST EIORRSST SORRY, feeling grief or penitence [adj] 

SOULSTER ELORSSTU singer of soul music [n -S] 

SOUNDBOX BDNOOSUX resonant cavity in musical instrument [n -ES] 

SOURDINE DEINORSU sordine (device used to muffle tone of musical instrument) [n -S] 

SPADILLE ADEILLPS highest trump in certain card games [n -S] 

SPALDEEN ADEELNPS small hollow rubber ball [n -S] 

SPECTATE ACEEPSTT to attend and view [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SPEEDWAY ADEEPSWY road designed for rapid travel [n -S] 

SPICCATO ACCIOPST method of playing stringed instrument [n -S] 

SPILIKIN IIIKLNPS strip of wood used in game [n -S] 

SPITBALL ABILLPST type of pitch in baseball [n -S] / [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPONDAIC ACDINOPS spondee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

SPOOFERY EFOOPRSY good-natured ridicule [n -RIES] 

SPOOFING FGINOOPS SPOOF, to ridicule in fun [v] 

SPOORING GINOOPRS SPOOR, to track animal [v] 

SPORTFUL FLOPRSTU sportive (playful (frolicsome)) [adj] 

SPORTIER EIOPRRST SPORTY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

SPORTILY ILOPRSTY SPORTY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adv] 

SPORTING GINOPRST SPORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

SPORTIVE EIOPRSTV playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

SQUIBBED BBDEIQSU SQUIB, to lampoon (to ridicule in satirical composition) [v] 

SQUIBBER BBEIQRSU infield grounder that becomes base hit [n -S] 

SQUIDDED DDDEIQSU SQUID, to fish for squid (ten-armed marine mollusks) [v] 

STACCATO AACCOSTT musical passage marked by short, clear-cut playing of tones [n -TI, -S] 

STAGETTE AEEGSTTT all-female party for woman about to be married [n -S] 

STAGIEST AEGISSTT STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj] 

STANDOFF ADFFNOST tie or draw, as in game [n -S] 

STANDOUT ADNOSTTU one that shows marked superiority [n -S] 

STANZAED AADENSTZ STANZA, division of poem [adj] 

STANZAIC AACINSTZ STANZA, division of poem [adj] 

STASIMON AIMNOSST choral ode in ancient Greek drama [n -MA] 

STICKMAN ACIKMNST one who supervises play at dice table [n -MEN] 

STOLIDER DEILORST STOLID, showing little or no emotion [adj] 

STOLIDLY DILLOSTY STOLID, showing little or no emotion [adv] 

STOMPIER EIMOPRST STOMPY, conducive to stomping feet [adj] 

STRATEGY AEGRSTTY plan for obtaining specific goal [n -GIES] 

STRAWHAT AAHRSTTW pertaining to summer theater situated in resort area [adj] 

STROLLED DELLORST STROLL, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

STROLLER ELLORRST one that strolls (to walk in leisurely manner) [n -S] 

STRUMMED DEMMRSTU STRUM, to play stringed instrument by running fingers lightly across strings [v] 

STRUMMER EMMRRSTU one that strums (to play stringed instrument by running fingers lightly across strings) [n -S] 

STRUMPET EMPRSTTU prostitute [n -S] 

STUDLIER DEILRSTU STUDLY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

STUNTMAN AMNNSTTU person who substitutes for actor in scenes involving dangerous activities [n -MEN] 

SUBGENRE BEEGNRSU subdivision of genre [n -S] 
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SUBSCALE ABCELSSU subdivision of scale [n -S] 

SUBTHEME BEEHMSTU subordinate theme [n -S] 

SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUBTONIC BCINOSTU type of musical tone [n -S] 

SUPERFAN AEFNPRSU exceedingly devoted enthusiast [n -S] 

SUPERFLY EFLPRSUY showily pretentious [adj] 

SUPERHIT EHIPRSTU something exceedingly successful [n -S] 

SUPERING EGINPRSU SUPER, to reinforce with thin cotton mesh, as book [v] 

SURFABLE ABEFLRSU SURF, to ride breaking waves on long, narrow board [adj] 

SURFIEST EFIRSSTU SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

SURPRISE EIPRRSSU to come upon unexpectedly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SURPRIZE EIPRRSUZ to surprise (to come upon unexpectedly) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SURTITLE EILRSTTU translation of foreign-language dialogue displayed above screen or stage [n -S] 

SUSPENSE EENPSSSU state of mental uncertainty or excitement [n -S] 

SWEETEST EEESSTTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj] 

SWIGGING GGGIINSW SWIG, to drink deeply or rapidly [v] 

SWILLING GIILLNSW SWILL, to swig (to drink deeply or rapidly) [v] 

SWIMMING GIIMMNSW act of one that swims [n -S] / SWIM, to propel oneself in water by natural means [v] 

SWIMWEAR AEIMRSWW clothing suitable for swimming [n SWIMWEAR] 

SWINGMAN AGIMNNSW basketball player who can play guard or forward [n -MEN] 

SWIZZLER EILRSWZZ one that swizzles (to drink excessively) [n -S] 

SYNTHPOP HNOPPSTY popular music played with synthesizers [n -S] 
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TABOURED ABDEORTU TABOUR, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

TABOURER ABEORRTU taborer (one that tabors (to beat on small drum)) [n -S] 

TABOURET ABEORTTU taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

TAILBACK AABCIKLT member of backfield in some football formations [n -S] 

TAKINGLY AGIKLNTY in attractive manner [adv] 

TALKFEST AEFKLSTT gabfest (informal gathering for general talk) [n -S] 

TAMBOURA AABMORTU tambura (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

TANGOING AGGINNOT TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

TARABISH AABHIRST type of card game [n -ES] 

TARTIEST AEIRSTTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

TASTIEST AEISSTTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

TAWDRIER ADEIRRTW TAWDRY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj] 

TAWDRILY ADILRTWY TAWDRY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adv] 

TEAMMATE AAEEMMTT member of same team [n -S] 

TEAMWORK AEKMORTW cooperative effort to achieve common goal [n -S] 

TEETOTUM EEMOTTTU spinning toy [n -S] 

TELEFILM EEFILLMT motion picture made for television [n -S] 

TELEMARK AEEKLMRT type of turn in skiing [n -S] / [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELEPLAY AEELLPTY play written for television [n -S] 

TELESTIC CEEILSTT type of acrostic (poem in which certain letters taken in order form word or phrase) [n -S] 

TENNISES EEINNSST TENNIS, outdoor ball game [n] 

TENORINO EINNOORT high tenor [n -NI] 
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TENORIST EINORSTT one who sings tenor or plays tenor instrument [n -S] 

TENORMAN AEMNNORT person who plays tenor saxophone [n -MEN] 

TERZETTO EEORTTTZ vocal or instrumental trio [n -TTI, -S] 

TEXTBOOK BEKOOTTX book used in study of subject [n -S] 

THEATRIC ACEHIRTT THEATER, building for dramatic presentations [adj] 

THEMATIC ACEHIMTT stamp collected according to its subject [n -S] 

THEREMIN EEHIMNRT musical instrument [n -S] 

THESPIAN AEHINPST actor or actress [n -S] 

THINCLAD ACDHILNT runner on track team [n -S] 

THIRLING GHIILNRT THIRL, to thrill (to excite greatly) [v] 

THIRSTED DEHIRSTT THIRST, to feel desire or need to drink [v] 

THIRSTER EHIRRSTT one that thirsts (to feel desire or need to drink) [n -S] 

THRILLED DEHILLRT THRILL, to excite greatly [v] 

THRILLER EHILLRRT one that thrills (to excite greatly) [n -S] 

THROSTLE EHLORSTT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

THRUMMED DEHMMRTU THRUM, to play stringed instrument idly or monotonously [v] 

THRUMMER EHMMRRTU one that thrums (to play stringed instrument idly or monotonously) [n -S] 

THRUSHES EHHRSSTU THRUSH, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

TIDDLIER DDEIILRT TIDDLY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIEBREAK ABEEIKRT contest to select winner from among contestants with tied score [n -S] 

TILTYARD ADILRTTY area for jousting contests [n -S] 

TIMEWORN EIMNORTW showing effects of long use or wear [adj] 

TINSELED DEEILNST TINSEL, to give showy or gaudy appearance to [v] 

TIPPLING GIILNPPT TIPPLE, to drink alcoholic beverages [v] 

TIPSHEET EEHIPSTT publication with tips for betting on races or investing in stocks [n -S] 

TIPSIEST EIIPSSTT TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TITTERER EEIRRTTT one that titters (to utter restrained, nervous laugh) [n -S] 

TOASTING AGINOSTT adding of rhythmic speech to reggae music [n -S]  

TONGUING GGINNOTU use of tongue in articulating notes on wind instrument [n -S] 

TOOTHIER EHIOORTT TOOTHY, having or showing prominent teeth [adj] 

TOOTHILY HILOOTTY TOOTHY, having or showing prominent teeth [adv] 

TOREADOR ADEOORRT bullfighter [n -S] 

TOURISTY IORSTTUY TOURIST, one who tours for pleasure [adj] 

TRACKING ACGIKNRT TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 

TRAPBALL AABLLPRT type of ball game [n -S] 

TRAVELOG AEGLORTV lecture or film on traveling [n -S] 

TRAVESTY AERSTTVY to parody (to imitate serious literary work for comic effect) [v -TIED, -ING, -TIES] 

TRAWLING AGILNRTW TRAWL, to fish by dragging net along sea bottom [v] 

TRAWLNET AELNRTTW large net used in trawling [n -S] 

TRIACTOR ACIORRTT trifecta (system of betting) [n -S] 

TRIBRACH ABCHIRRT type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TRICTRAC ACCIRRTT form of backgammon [n -S] 

TRILLING GIILLNRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v] 

TRIMARAN AAIMNRRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

TRIMETER EEIMRRTT verse of three metrical feet [n -S] 
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TRISEMIC CEIIMRST TRISEME, type of metrical foot [adj] 

TRISTICH CHIIRSTT stanza of three lines [n -S] 

TROCHAIC ACCHIORT trochee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

TROCHEES CEEHORST TROCHEE, type of metrical foot [n] 

TROLLING GILLNORT act of one that trolls [n -S] / TROLL, to fish with slowly trailing line [v] 

TROLLOPY LLOOPRTY TROLLOP, prostitute [adj] 

TROMBONE BEMNOORT brass wind instrument [n -S] 

TROPHIED DEHIOPRT TROPHY, to honor with trophy (symbol of victory) [v] 

TROPHIES EHIOPRST TROPHY, to honor with trophy (symbol of victory) [v] 

TROTLINE EILNORTT strong fishing line [n -S] 

TROUNCER CENORRTU one that trounces (to beat severely) [n -S] 

TROUPING GINOPRTU TROUPE, to tour with theatrical company [v] 

TROUTIER EIORRTTU TROUTY, abounding in trout [adj] 

TROUTING GINORTTU activity of fishing for trout [n -S] 

TROUVERE EEORRTUV medieval poet [n -S] 

TROUVEUR EORRTUUV trouvere (medieval poet) [n -S] 

TRUDGEON DEGNORTU trudgen (swimming stroke) [n -S] 

TRUMPING GIMNPRTU TRUMP, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v] 

TUMBLING BGILMNTU sport of gymnastics [n -S]  

TURNHALL AHLLNRTU building where gymnasts practice [n -S] 

TWADDLER ADDELRTW one that twaddles (to talk foolishly) [n -S] 

TWERKING EGIKNRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v] 

TWIDDLER DDEILRTW one that twiddles (to play idly with something) [n -S] 

TWINIGHT GHIINTTW pertaining to baseball doubleheader that begins in late afternoon [adj] 

TYPECAST ACEPSTTY to cast in acting role befitting one's own nature [v TYPECAST, -ING, -S] 
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UMPIRAGE AEGIMPRU function of umpire [n -S] 

UMPIRING GIIMNPRU UMPIRE, to act as umpire (person appointed to rule on plays in game) [v] 

UNAMUSED ADEMNSUU not amused (to occupy pleasingly) [adj] 

UNDERDOG DDEGNORU one who is expected to lose [n -S] 

UNFADING ADFGINNU FADING, Irish dance [adj] 

UNFLASHY AFHLNSUY not flashy (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj] 

UNFLUTED DEFLNTUU not fluted (to play on flute (woodwind instrument)) [adj] 

UNGLITZY GILNTUYZ not glitzy (showy (making great or brilliant display)) [adj] 

UNPLAYED ADELNPUY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [adj] 

UNPOETIC CEINOPTU not poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

UNRHYMED DEHMNRUY not rhymed (to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds) [adj] 

UNVERSED DEENRSUV not versed (to versify (to change from prose into metrical form)) [adj] 

UPSTAGER AEGPRSTU one that upstages (to outdo theatrically) [n -S] 

URBANELY ABELNRUY URBANE, refined and elegant [adv] 

URBANEST ABENRSTU URBANE, refined and elegant [adj] 

URBANITY ABINRTUY quality of being urbane (refined and elegant) [n -TIES] 
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VACATION AACINOTV to take vacation (period of time devoted to rest and relaxation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VELARIUM AEILMRUV awning over ancient Roman theater [n -IA] 

VERISTIC CEIIRSTV VERISM, realism in art or literature [adj] 

VERSELET EEELRSTV short group of lines that form unit in poem or song [n -S] 

VERSEMAN AEEMNRSV one who versifies [n -MEN] 

VERSICLE CEEILRSV short line of metrical writing [n -S] 

VIBRANCE ABCEINRV vibrancy (quality or state of being vibrant) [n -S] 

VIBRANCY ABCINRVY quality or state of being vibrant [n -CIES] 

VIEWBOOK BEIKOOVW promotional booklet with pictures that is published by college or university [n -S] 

VIEWIEST EEIISTVW VIEWY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

VIGORISH GHIIORSV charge paid to bookie on bet [n -ES] 

VIGOROSO GIOOORSV with emphasis and spirit -- used as musical direction [adv] 

VIRGINAL AGIILNRV musical instrument [n -S] 

VIRTUOSA AIORSTUV female virtuoso [n -S, -SE] 

VIRTUOSO IOORSTUV highly skilled artistic performer [n -SI, -S] 

VITALITY AIILTTVY exuberant physical strength or mental vigor [n -TIES] 

VIVIDEST DEIISTVV VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adj] 

VOCALESE ACEELOSV form of jazz singing [n -S] 

VOCALIST ACILOSTV singer (one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

VOGUEING EGGINOUV voguing (dance consisting of series of styled poses) [n -S] 

VOLLEYED DEELLOVY VOLLEY, to return tennis ball before it touches ground [v] 

VOLLEYER EELLORVY one that volleys (to return tennis ball before it touches ground) [n -S] 
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WAGERING AEGGINRW WAGER, to risk on uncertain outcome [v] 

WAITERED ADEEIRTW WAITER, to work as male server in restaurant [v] 

WAITRESS AEIRSSTW to work as female server in restaurant [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

WALKAWAY AAAKLWWY easy victory [n -S] 

WALKOVER AEKLORVW walkaway (easy victory) [n -S] 

WALTZING AGILNTWZ WALTZ, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

WARGAMER AAEGMRRW one that wargames (to engage in simulated military conflicts) [n -S] 

WARHORSE AEHORRSW musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess [n -S] 

WARSLING AGILNRSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WARSTLER AELRRSTW wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

WATERSKI AEIKRSTW ski for skiing on water [n -S] 

WAUCHTED ACDEHTUW WAUCHT, to waught (to drink deeply) [v] 

WAUGHTED ADEGHTUW WAUGHT, to drink deeply [v] 

WEAKSIDE ADEEIKSW side of basketball court with fewer players [n -S] 

WEBISODE BDEEIOSW episode of television show that can be viewed on website [n -S] 

WENCHING CEGHINNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WHINCHAT ACHHINTW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WHISTLER EHILRSTW one that whistles (to make shrill, clear musical sound) [n -S] 

WHOREDOM DEHMOORW prostitution [n -S] 

WILDFOWL DFILLOWW wild game bird [n -S] 

WINDSURF DFINRSUW to sail on sailboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WINGBACK ABCGIKNW certain player in football [n -S] 
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WINGDING DGGIINNW lively party [n -S] 

WINNABLE ABEILNNW able to be won [adj] 

WITTIEST EIISTTTW WITTY, humorously clever [adj] 

WOODCOCK CCDKOOOW game bird [n -S] 

WOODLARK ADKLOORW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WOODSHED DDEHOOSW to practice on musical instrument [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

WOODWIND DDINOOWW musical wind instrument [n -S] 

WORDBOOK BDKOOORW dictionary [n -S] 

WORDPLAY ADLOPRWY witty exchange of words [n -S] 

WRESTLER EELRRSTW one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [n -S] 

WRISTING GIINRSTW WRIST, to sweep puck along ice before shooting it [v] 
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YACHTING ACGHINTY sport of sailing in yachts [n -S] / YACHT, to sail in yacht [v] 

YEARBOOK ABEKOORY book published each year by graduating class [n -S] 

YOKOZUNA AKNOOUYZ champion sumo wrestler [n -S] 
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ZARZUELA AAELRUZZ Spanish operetta [n -S] 

ZESTIEST EEISSTTZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adj] 

ZINGIEST EGIINSTZ ZINGY, enjoyably exciting [adj] 

ZOETROPE EEOOPRTZ optical toy in which series of pictures rotates to give illusion of motion [n -S] 

ZOOTIEST EIOOSTTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 

ZUGZWANG AGGNUWZZ situation in chess that forces disadvantageous move [n -S] 


	ACTORISH ACHIORST ACTOR, theatrical performer [adj]
	AMUSABLE AABELMSU AMUSE, to occupy pleasingly [adj]
	AMUSEDLY ADELMSUY AMUSE, to occupy pleasingly [adv]
	ANSEROUS AENORSSU silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj]
	ANTICKED ACDEIKNT ANTIC, to act in clownish manner [v] / ANTICK [v]
	ANTIMASK AAIKMNST comic performance between acts of masque [n -S]
	ARPEGGIO AEGGIOPR technique of playing musical chord [n -S]
	ARTINESS AEINRSST quality of being arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [n -ES]
	ARTSIEST AEIRSSTT ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj]
	AUDITION ADIINOTU to give trial performance [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BACKSLAP AABCKLPS to show much approval [v -PPED, -PPING, -S]
	BADINAGE AABDEGIN to banter (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	BAGPIPER ABEGIPPR one that plays bagpipes [n -S]
	BANJOIST ABIJNOST one who plays banjo [n -S]
	BANTERED ABDEENRT BANTER, to exchange mildly teasing remarks [v]
	BANTERER ABEENRRT one that banters (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [n -S]
	BEATIFIC ABCEFIIT blissful (very happy) [adj]
	BEMOCKED BCDEEKMO BEMOCK, to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v]
	BIENNALE ABEEILNN biennial show [n -S]
	BLAZONRY ABLNORYZ great display [n -RIES]
	BLITHELY BEHILLTY BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adv]
	BLITHEST BEHILSTT BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj]
	BLUESMAN ABELMNSU one who plays blues [n -MEN]
	BONGOIST BGINOOST bongo player [n -S]
	BORINGLY BGILNORY tediously (in tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary)) manner) [adv]
	BUNCOMBE BBCEMNOU nonsense [n -S]
	BUNFIGHT BFGHINTU crowded boisterous party [n -S]
	CAMPIEST ACEIMPST CAMPY, comically exaggerated [adj]
	CAPERING ACEGINPR CAPER, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v]
	CARILLON ACILLNOR to play set of bells [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CARNIVAL AACILNRV traveling amusement show [n -S]
	CAROLING ACGILNOR act of singing joyously [n -S] / CAROL, to sing joyously [v]
	CAROLLED ACDELLOR CAROL, to sing joyously [v]
	CAROLLER ACELLORR caroler (one that carols (to sing joyously)) [n -S]
	CAROUSAL AACLORSU boisterous drinking party [n -S]
	CAROUSEL ACELORSU amusement park ride [n -S]
	CARTOONY ACNOORTY resembling cartoons [adj]
	CHESTIER CEEHIRST CHESTY, proud (having or displaying pride) [adj]
	CHESTILY CEHILSTY CHESTY, proud (having or displaying pride) [adv]
	CHICHIER CCEHHIIR CHICHI, showily stylish [adj]
	CHIVAREE ACEEHIRV to perform mock serenade [v -D, -ING, -S]
	CHORDING CDGHINOR act of playing chord [n -S] / CHORD, to play chord (combination of three or more musical tones) [v]
	CHORTLER CEHLORRT one that chortles (to chuckle with glee) [n -S]
	CHUCKLER CCEHKLRU one that chuckles (to laugh quietly) [n -S]
	CIMBALOM ABCILMMO Hungarian dulcimer [n -S]
	CIRCUSES CCEIRSSU CIRCUS, public entertainment [n]
	CLERIHEW CEEHILRW humorous poem [n -S]
	CLIMAXED ACDEILMX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v]
	CLIMAXES ACEILMSX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v]
	CLOWNERY CELNORWY clownish behavior [n -RIES]
	CLOWNING CGILNNOW CLOWN, to act like clown (humorous performer) [v]
	CLOWNISH CHILNOSW resembling or befitting clown [adj]
	COLISEUM CEILMOSU large structure for public entertainment [n -S]
	COMEDIAN ACDEIMNO humorous entertainer [n -S]
	COMEDIES CDEEIMOS COMEDY, humorous play, movie, or other work [n]
	COMEDIST CDEIMOST writer of comedies [n -S]
	COMPINGS CGIMNOPS COMPING, playing of jazz accompaniment [n]
	COPYABLE ABCELOPY COPY, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [adj]
	COULISSE CEILOSSU side scene of theatre stage [n -S]
	CYMBALER ABCELMRY one that plays cymbals [n -S]
	DAFFIEST ADEFFIST DAFFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj]
	DARINGLY ADGILNRY in brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) manner [adv]
	DECISION CDEIINOS to win victory over boxing opponent on points [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESTRIER DEEIRRST warhorse (musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess) [n -S]
	DISQUIET DEIIQSTU to deprive of quiet, rest, or peace [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DITSIEST DEIISSTT DITSY, silly, eccentric [adj]
	DITZIEST DEIISTTZ DITZY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj]
	DOWNPLAY ADLNOPWY to de-emphasize [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DRAMATIC AACDIMRT pertaining to drama (composition written for theatrical performance) [adj]
	DROLLERY DELLORRY something droll [n -RIES]
	DROLLING DGILLNOR DROLL, to jest (to joke (to say something amusing)) [v]
	DROLLNESS DELLNORSS quality of being droll (comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement))) [n -ES]
	DRUMROLL DLLMORRU roll played on drum [n -S]
	DUETTING DEGINTTU DUET, to perform duet (musical composition for two) [v]
	DUMBSHOW BDHMOSUW presentation in which communication is solely by signs and gestures [n -S]
	ENCORING CEGINNOR ENCORE, to call for reappearance of performer [v]
	EPITASIS AEIIPSST main part of classical drama [n -SES]
	EQUIVOKE EEIKOQUV play on words [n -S]
	ESPIEGLE EEEGILPS playful (frolicsome) [adj]
	FACETELY ACEEFLTY FACETE, witty (humorously clever) [adv]
	FELICITY CEFIILTY happiness (quality of being happy (marked by joy)) [n -TIES]
	FIDDLING DDFGIILN action of playing violin [n -S] / FIDDLE, to play violin [v]
	FILMFEST EFFILMST festival at which many films are shown [n -S]
	FIREWORK EFIKORRW device for producing striking display of light or loud noise [n -S]
	FLASHIER AEFHILRS FLASHY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj]
	FLASHILY AFHILLSY FLASHY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adv]
	FLAUTIST AFILSTTU flutist (one who plays flute) [n -S]
	FORESHOW EFHOORSW to show in advance [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S]
	FORZANDO ADFNOORZ sforzato (playing of tone or chord with sudden force) [n -DI, -S]
	FRISKIER EFIIKRRS FRISKY, lively and playful [adj]
	FRISKILY FIIKLRSY FRISKY, lively and playful [adv]
	FRISKING FGIIKNRS FRISK, to move or leap about playfully [v]
	FRIVOLED DEFILORV FRIVOL, to behave playfully [v]
	FRIVOLER EFILORRV one that frivols (to behave playfully) [n -S]
	FROLICKY CFIKLORY FROLIC, to play and run about merrily [adj]
	FUNKSTER EFKNRSTU fan or performer of earthy, bluesy music [n -S]
	FUNNIEST EFINNSTU FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj]
	FUNNYMAN AFMNNNUY comedian (humorous entertainer) [n -MEN]
	GAMBOLED ABDEGLMO GAMBOL, to leap about playfully [v]
	GAMESOME AEEGMMOS playful (frolicsome) [adj]
	GARDENED ADDEEGNR GARDEN, to cultivate plot of ground [v]
	GARISHLY AGHILRSY GARISH, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adv]
	GAUDIEST ADEGISTU GAUDY, tastelessly showy [adj]
	GIBINGLY BGGIILNY GIBE, to jeer (to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of))) [adv]
	GIGGLIER EGGGIILR GIGGLY, tending to giggle [adj]
	GLASSINE AEGILNSS type of paper (used for envelopes in stamp collecting hobby) [n -S]
	GLEEKING EEGGIKLN GLEEK, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [v]
	GLITZIER EGIILRTZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj]
	GLITZILY GIILLTYZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adv]
	GOOFIEST EFGIOOST GOOFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj]
	GRACIOSO ACGIOORS clown in Spanish comedy [n -S]
	GRINCHES CEGHINRS GRINCH, one who spoils fun of others [n] GRINNING GGIINNNR GRIN, to smile broadly [v]
	GUFFAWED ADEFFGUW GUFFAW, to laugh loudly [v]
	HAMMIEST AEHIMMST HAMMY, overly theatrical [adj]
	HAPPIEST AEHIPPST HAPPY, marked by joy [adj]
	HEADLOCK ACDEHKLO wrestling hold [n -S]
	HEEHAWED ADEEEHHW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v]
	HOTLINER EHILNORT person who runs radio phone-in show [n -S]
	HUMORFUL FHLMORUU humorous (funny; witty) [adj]
	HUMORIST HIMORSTU humorous writer or entertainer [n -S]
	IMITABLE ABEIILMT capable of being imitated [adj]
	IMITATOR AIIMORTT one that imitates (to behave in same way as) [n -S]
	JANNEYED ADEEJNNY JANNEY, to janny (to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas) [v]
	JAPERIES AEEIJPRS JAPERY, mockery (act of mocking (to ridicule)) [n]
	JAPINGLY AGIJLNPY in japing manner [adv]
	JAUNTILY AIJLNTUY JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adv]
	JIBINGLY BGIIJLNY JIBE, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [adv]
	JOCOSELY CEJLOOSY JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adv]
	JOCOSITY CIJOOSTY state of being jocose (humorous (funny; witty)) [n -TIES]
	JOCUNDLY CDJLNOUY JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv]
	JOKESTER EEJKORST practical joker [n -S]
	JOKINGLY GIJKLNOY in joking manner [adv]
	JOLLIEST EIJLLOST JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj]
	JOVIALLY AIJLLOVY JOVIAL, good-humored [adv]
	JOYFULLY FJLLOUYY JOYFUL, happy (marked by joy) [adv]
	JOYRIDER DEIJORRY one that joyrides (to take automobile ride for pleasure) [n -S]
	JUGGLING GGGIJLNU jugglery (art of juggler) [n -S] / JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity [v]
	KVELLING EGIKLLNV KVELL, to exclaim joyfully [v]
	LARKIEST AEIKLRST LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj]
	LARKSOME AEKLMORS playful (frolicsome) [adj]
	LAUDABLY AABDLLUY LAUDABLE, worthy of praise [adv]
	LEVITIES EEIILSTV LEVITY, conduct characterized by lack of seriousness [n]
	LIMERICK CEIIKLMR humorous verse [n -S]
	LISSOMLY ILLMOSSY LISSOM, lissome (lithe (bending easily)) [adv]
	LIVELILY EIILLLVY LIVELY, full of energy [adv]
	LOSINGLY GILLNOSY in manner characterized by defeat [adv]
	LUNACIES ACEILNSU LUNACY, insanity (state of being insane; something utterly foolish) [n]
	LURINGLY GILLNRUY in enticing manner [adv]
	LUTANIST AILNSTTU one who plays lute [n -S]
	LUTENIST EILNSTTU lutanist (one who plays lute) [n -S]
	MALAPROP AALMOPPR humorous misuse of word [n -S]
	MEGASTAR AAEGMRST extremely successful performer [n -S]
	MERRIEST EEIMRRST MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj]
	MISHUGAS AGHIMSSU crazy or foolish behavior [n -ES]
	MOCKABLE ABCEKLMO MOCK, to ridicule (to make fun of) [adj]
	MODERATO ADEMOORT musical passage played at medium tempo [n -S]
	MONKEYED DEEKMNOY MONKEY, to mimic (to imitate closely) [v]
	MONODIES DEIMNOOS MONODY, elegy performed by one person [n]
	MONODIST DIMNOOST one who writes monodies (elegy performed by one person) [n -S]
	MOONCALF ACFLMNOO foolish person [n -LVES]
	MUSICALE ACEILMSU program of music performed at social gathering [n -S]
	MUSICIAN ACIIMNSU one who performs or composes music [n -S]
	NOODLING DGILNNOO action of idly playing musical instrument [n -S] / NOODLE [v]
	NUTTIEST EINSTTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj]
	OMADHAUN AADHMNOU foolish person [n -S]
	ONSCREEN CEENNORS shown on movie, television, or display screen [adj]
	ONSTREAM AEMNORST in or into production [adv]
	OOMPAHED ADEHMOOP OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v]
	OPERETTA AEEOPRTT light musical drama with spoken dialogue [n -S]
	ORGANIST AGINORST one who plays organ (keyboard musical instrument) [n -S]
	ORGULOUS GLOORSUU proud (having or displaying pride) [adj]
	OUTCAPER ACEOPRTU to surpass in capering [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTDOING DGINOOTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v]
	OUTHUMOR HMOORTUU to surpass in humoring [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTSMILE EILMOSTU to surpass in smiling [v -D, -LING, -S]
	OVERLEAF AEEFLORV on other side of page [adv]
	OVERPLAY AELOPRVY to exaggerate [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PARODIED ADDEIOPR PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v]
	PARODIES ADEIOPRS PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v]
	PARROTED ADEOPRRT PARROT, to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding [v]
	PARROTER AEOPRRRT one that parrots (to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding) [n -S]
	PARTYING AGINPRTY participation in party [n -S] / PARTY, to attend social gathering [v]
	PEACOCKY ACCEKOPY flamboyant, showy [adj -KIER, -KIEST]
	PEEPSHOW EEHOPPSW exhibition viewed through small opening [n -S]
	PIXIEISH EHIIIPSX PIXIE, pixy (playfully mischievous fairy or elf) [adj]
	PIXINESS EIINPSSX state of being playfully mischievous [n -ES]
	PLAYBACK AABCKLPY act of replaying newly made recording [n -S]
	PLAYBILL ABILLLPY program for theatrical performance [n -S]
	PLAYDATE AADELPTY scheduled date for showing theatrical production [n -S]
	PLAYGIRL AGILLPRY woman devoted to pleasurable activities [n -S]
	PLAYGOER AEGLOPRY one who attends theater [n -S]
	PLAYLESS AELLPSSY lacking playfulness (quality of being playful (frolicsome)) [adj]
	PLAYLIKE AEIKLLPY resembling theatrical performance [adj]
	PLAYLIST AILLPSTY to place on list of songs to be played [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PLAYMATE AAELMPTY companion in play [n -S]
	PLAYTIME AEILMPTY time for play or amusement [n -S]
	PLEASURE AEELPRSU to please (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [v -D, -RING, -S]
	POSTIQUE EIOPQSTU postiche (imitation (act of imitating (imitate))) [n -S]
	POSTSHOW HOOPSSTW following show [adj]
	PRACTICE ACCEIPRT to perform often so as to acquire skill [v -D, -CING, -S]
	PRACTISE ACEIPRST to practice (to perform often so as to acquire skill) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	PRELUDER DEELPRRU one that preludes (to play musical introduction) [n -S]
	PRINKING GIIKNNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v]
	PROTASIS AIOPRSST introductory part of classical drama [n -SES]
	PROTATIC ACIOPRTT PROTASIS, introductory part of classical drama [adj]
	QUEENIER EEEINQRU QUEENY, showily effeminate [adj]
	QUIPPISH HIIPPQSU witty (humorously clever) [adj]
	RAILLERY AEILLRRY good-natured teasing [n -RIES]
	RELISHES EEHILRSS RELISH, to enjoy (to receive pleasure from) [v]
	RESHOWED DEEHORSW RESHOW, to show again [v]
	ROADSHOW ADHOORSW theatrical show on tour [n -S]
	RODEOING DEGINOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v]
	ROOTSIER EIOORRST ROOTSY, showing traditional musical origins [adj]
	SAPPIEST AEIPPSST SAPPY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj]
	SARDONIC ACDINORS mocking [adj]
	SARODIST ADIORSST one who plays sarod [n -S]
	SATIRISE AEIIRSST to satirize (to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness)) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	SATIRIZE AEIIRSTZ to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness) [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	SCAMPING ACGIMNPS SCAMP, to perform in hasty or careless manner [v]
	SCENARIO ACEINORS summary of plot of dramatic work [n -S]
	SCRIPTED CDEIPRST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v]
	SCRIPTER CEIPRRST one that scripts (to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture) [n -S]
	SERENADE ADEEENRS to perform honorific evening song for [v -D, -DING, -S]
	SERENATA AAEENRST dramatic cantata [n -S, -TE]
	SFORZATO AFOORSTZ playing of tone or chord with sudden force [n -S]
	SHAMMING AGHIMMNS SHAM, to feign (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [v]
	SHIVAREE AEEHIRSV to chivaree (to perform mock serenade) [v -D, -ING, -S]
	SHOWABLE ABEHLOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [adj]
	SHOWBOAT ABHOOSTW to show off [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SHOWCASE ACEHOSSW to exhibit (to present for public viewing) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	SHOWGIRL GHILORSW chorus girl [n -S]
	SHOWGOER EGHOORSW one that attends show [n -S]
	SHOWIEST EHIOSSTW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj]
	SHOWTIME EHIMOSTW time at which entertainment is to start [n -S]
	SIDESHOW DEHIOSSW small show offered in addition to main attraction [n -S]
	SIMPERED DEEIMPRS SIMPER, to smile in silly manner [v]
	SIMPERER EEIMPRRS one that simpers (to smile in silly manner) [n -S]
	SITARIST AIIRSSTT one who plays sitar [n -S]
	SMERKING EGIKMNRS SMERK, to smirk (to smile in affected or smug manner) [v]
	SMILIEST EIILMSST SMILEY, displaying smile [adj]
	SMIRKING GIIKMNRS SMIRK, to smile in affected or smug manner [v]
	SPICCATO ACCIOPST method of playing stringed instrument [n -S]
	SPOOFING FGINOOPS SPOOF, to ridicule in fun [v]
	SPORTFUL FLOPRSTU sportive (playful (frolicsome)) [adj]
	SPORTIVE EIOPRSTV playful (frolicsome) [adj]
	STACCATO AACCOSTT musical passage marked by short, clear-cut playing of tones [n -TI, -S]
	STAGETTE AEEGSTTT all-female party for woman about to be married [n -S]
	STAGIEST AEGISSTT STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj]
	STANDOUT ADNOSTTU one that shows marked superiority [n -S]
	STASIMON AIMNOSST choral ode in ancient Greek drama [n -MA]
	STOLIDER DEILORST STOLID, showing little or no emotion [adj]
	STOLIDLY DILLOSTY STOLID, showing little or no emotion [adv]
	STRUMMED DEMMRSTU STRUM, to play stringed instrument by running fingers lightly across strings [v]
	STRUMMER EMMRRSTU one that strums (to play stringed instrument by running fingers lightly across strings) [n -S]
	SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S]
	SUPERFLY EFLPRSUY showily pretentious [adj]
	SURTITLE EILRSTTU translation of foreign-language dialogue displayed above screen or stage [n -S]
	SYNTHPOP HNOPPSTY popular music played with synthesizers [n -S]
	TAWDRIER ADEIRRTW TAWDRY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj]
	TAWDRILY ADILRTWY TAWDRY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adv]
	TELEPLAY AEELLPTY play written for television [n -S]
	TENORIST EINORSTT one who sings tenor or plays tenor instrument [n -S]
	TENORMAN AEMNNORT person who plays tenor saxophone [n -MEN]
	THEATRIC ACEHIRTT THEATER, building for dramatic presentations [adj]
	THRUMMED DEHMMRTU THRUM, to play stringed instrument idly or monotonously [v]
	THRUMMER EHMMRRTU one that thrums (to play stringed instrument idly or monotonously) [n -S]
	TIMEWORN EIMNORTW showing effects of long use or wear [adj]
	TINSELED DEEILNST TINSEL, to give showy or gaudy appearance to [v]
	TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v]
	TITTERER EEIRRTTT one that titters (to utter restrained, nervous laugh) [n -S]
	TOOTHIER EHIOORTT TOOTHY, having or showing prominent teeth [adj]
	TOOTHILY HILOOTTY TOOTHY, having or showing prominent teeth [adv]
	TRAVESTY AERSTTVY to parody (to imitate serious literary work for comic effect) [v -TIED, -ING, -TIES]
	TRILLING GIILLNRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v]
	TROUPING GINOPRTU TROUPE, to tour with theatrical company [v]
	TRUMPING GIMNPRTU TRUMP, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v]
	TWADDLER ADDELRTW one that twaddles (to talk foolishly) [n -S]
	UNFLASHY AFHLNSUY not flashy (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj]
	UNGLITZY GILNTUYZ not glitzy (showy (making great or brilliant display)) [adj]
	UPSTAGER AEGPRSTU one that upstages (to outdo theatrically) [n -S]
	VIEWIEST EEIISTVW VIEWY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj]
	WARHORSE AEHORRSW musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess [n -S]
	WEBISODE BDEEIOSW episode of television show that can be viewed on website [n -S]
	WINGDING DGGIINNW lively party [n -S]
	WITTIEST EIISTTTW WITTY, humorously clever [adj]
	WORDPLAY ADLOPRWY witty exchange of words [n -S] WRESTLER EELRRSTW one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [n -S]

